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Central Holidays USA is waiting for you!
Our USA experts can’t wait to assist you with your travels to our vast and diverse homeland!
From the most diverse array of travel opportunities including, but not limited to classic Fly & Drive and Rail
Travel programs to more one-of-a-kind – such as Independent Culinary Vacations and Central Holidays’
signature Mosaics line. splendid programs to amazing experiential independent travel opportunities in
magical places throughout the country, including cultural vacations, active itineraries, culinary tours,
and cruising options.
From the most popular and vibrant cities to lesser-known treasured towns and paradisiac islands – Your
perfect USA vacation is here for the taking.
Our company’s travel experts share the love, understanding and experience for the destinations we
offer.
We are proud to say that this vision and insight is reflected in our level of expertise while planning
activities, attractions, food, hotels, excursions, and other requests that may come our way. Come get
the insider’s and local perspective into this captivating region and enjoy distinctive, once-in-a-lifetime
moments at our USA destinations.
We take great pride in creating exclusive itineraries, uniquely presented by Central Holidays. Bear in mind
that the programs and itineraries we are showcasing here are merely just a taste of a world of exciting
travel opportunities that we can offer. All packages can be enhanced to cater to any request from
even the most discerning of travelers, featuring such additions as lavish, luxury accommodations; private
chauffeurs and vehicles; one-of-a-kind VIP experiences, and more. We are constantly customizing and
enhancing our range of vacations to your liking and predilections.
Choose from most charming New England Towns or the adventurous West to paradisiacal Hawaii Island
Hopper! If you prefer, the Northeastern region of the US is the ideal area to be visited by rail. Iconic
cities like Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington are few of the options. Unique culinary and
wine traditions experiences are also showcased in the Napa Valley and New Orleans. And, if you crave
for the cultural, historical and local experiences our Mosaics programs offer you exceptional options in
destinations such as Utah, South Dakota, Memphis or Natchez to mention a few.
We invite you to peruse our other 2021 brochures including Italy; Egypt; Europe, featuring Greece, France,
Malta, Spain, Portugal, & Croatia; Africa and West Asia, presenting Israel, Eastern & Southern Africa, the
UAE, Jordan, & Oman. Beyond all of that, customized group travel steadfastly remains a hallmark of the
company with dedicated group travel pros on-hand to cater to any group’s interests and budget. As
well, Journeys, Central Holidays’ luxury brand, Journeys by CH serves savvy clientele looking for Unique
and sophisticated tailor-made travel experiences.
We invite you to enjoy the most authentically rich travel experiences with Central Holidays. Happy Travels!
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Experience Our USA
We invite you to visit our Homeland with Central Holidays USA!
We cannot wait to welcome you to immerse and enjoy this vast, amazing and diverse destination. Come
and see by yourself the unbelievable sites and experiences offered through all our meticulously designed
programs. Throughout these pages you will see a sample of travel opportunities to cater to different
travelers’ preferences and desires. From classic Fly & Drive and Rail Travel programs to more one-of-akind programs, such as Independent Culinary Vacations and Central Holidays’ “Mosaics”, “Fun for Family
& Kids” and “Romance & Honeymoon” signature collections.

Fly & Drive

Road trips have long been a popular way to take a vacation in the USA. Central Holidays’ Fly & Drive
programs cover the most popular and high-request destinations. Featuring an amazing variety of 11 Fly &
Drive programs, these vacations vary in length from 7-16 days and in diversity and adventure from Quaint
New England Towns to The Wild West to Hawaii Island Hopper ...plus so much more! You can book the
as is or fully customize them thanks to a selection of approximately 2000 hotels the award- winning travel
brand has contracted with throughout the USA.

Rail Travel

For travelers who prefer not to drive, the Northeastern region of the USA is the ideal area to be visited by
rail. Iconic cities like Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington are included in these packages,
which can be customized to particular likings as well.

Independent Culinary

Unique experiences have been carefully selected and included with these programs that showcase
areas in the USA that have culinary and wine traditions such as the Napa Valley, where travelers ride
aboard restored, vintage early 20th century Pullman cars while sipping on locally produced wines. In
New Orleans, guests will learn the secrets of Cajun and Creole cuisine during an interactive cooking
class. And in Maine, travelers can embark on a waterborne experience with skilled professional fisherman
hauling in lobster traps from the ocean.
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Mosaics

These shorter duration vacations feature modular and themed programs that focus on the uniqueness
of the selected destination by including activities and experiences that celebrate the local culture
and customs. Highlights of these programs include: a Dude Ranch stay in Utah; a Buffalo safari in South
Dakota; a farmland tour and visit of an Amish house with typical Amish dinner included in the heart of
Pennsylvania’s Dutch Country; the opportunity to explore Elvis Presley’s Graceland and Sun Studio in
Memphis; a true experience in Southern history with a carriage tour of Natchez and a visit of an Antebellum
Mansion; an opportunity to reconnect with nature by visiting the breathtaking Olympic National Park in
Washington State; and an escape to Scottsdale to enjoy the thrilling experience of soaring through the
skies on a hot air balloon.

Fun for Family & Kids

Our family travel programs are fun and rewarding for the entire family! Programs to popular California
and Florida include an abundance of unique activities for all ages, such as a whale watching cruise
in Monterey, a bike tour on the Golden Bridge in San Francisco, an Everglades Safari tour, a sea life
encounter cruise, and visits of Walt Disney Magic Kingdom, Busch Gardens, Kennedy Space Center and
Universal Studios.

Romance & Honeymoon

When it comes to romance, Hawaii is the perfect destination! offering gorgeous black and white sand
beaches, rainforests with waterfalls and much more. Carefully selected activities include a private
excursion to Turtle Town, to a ranch and organic farm and a sunset Luau dinner cruise.

When in

Our selection of city stays packages offer you ample possibilities to explore iconic cities. Tourist, first and
deluxe class hotels in places like New York City, San Francisco, Chicago and Miami were selected to
accommodate different budgets, and unique experiences such as helicopter ride, bike tour, dinner
cruise, wine tasting, culinary tour and eco adventure safari tour by airboat were chosen to leave an
unforgettable memory of a fun-filled city escapade that will last a lifetime.

Private Deluxe Escorted

Our unique program provides the benefit of smaller group sizes of 2 or more travelers and stays at an
impressive selection of hotels, all while traveling in the comfort of a private vehicle with a professional
driver and knowledgeable tour guide.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Private Deluxe Escorted

CITIES AND CANYONS OF THE
SOUTHWEST
8 Days

FROM

$5,206

Horseshoe Bend

(1) Las Vegas • (1) Bryce Canyon NP • (1) Moab • (1) Page
(1) Grand Canyon NP • (1) Palm Springs • (1) Los Angeles

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•See all the highlights of the Southwest as you
travel from the sparkling city of Las Vegas through
the majesty of America’s National Parks to Los
Angeles.
•Leave glittering Las Vegas behind to walk through
Red Canyon then experience the wonder of
Bryce Canyon.
•Picnic in Capital Reef then marvel at the view of
Canyonlands from Dead Horse Point.
•Visit Monument Valley, site of many Western
movies.
•Enjoy the scenic beauty of Lake Powell and
Horseshoe Bend, then be inspired by the
magnificence of the Grand Canyon.
•Drive a portion of Route 66 to Palm Springs and
ride the Palm Springs Aerial Tramway.
•Los Angeles is the final destination of this program.

# - No. of overnight stays
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DAY 1 I LAS VEGAS, NV Meet & Greet at the airport and transfer
to the hotel. Las Vegas has something to offer everyone. From the
outrageous live shows to the excitement of casinos, the action never
stops from morning to night. Rest of the day is at leisure. Stroll
down Las Vegas Boulevard, also known as “the strip.” Each hotel
and casino have a distinctly different theme and all are wondrous
displays. Take a trip up to the top of the Stratosphere hotel tower,
the tallest building west of the Mississippi River. Enjoy dinner at the
Top of the World, or simply admire the view from the observation
deck. Make sure not to miss the nightly fountain show at the Bellagio
Hotel. Using a dramatic combination of music, water and light, the
Bellagio delivers spectacular nightly performances with its majestic
fountains. Tonight, enjoy a welcome dinner at a local restaurant. (D)
Day 2 I LAS VEGAS I RED CANYON I BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL
PARK, UT Leave the glitter of Las Vegas behind for Utah. After

a morning drive, we take a walkthrough Red Canyon before we
continue to Bryce Canyon. Bryce is known for some of the most
colorful rock formations in the world which have been sculpted
by erosion into pillars called ‘hoodoos’ and other fantastic forms.
We will walk into the canyon to experience the canyon up close.
Iron oxides give red, yellow and brown tints to the limestone, while
manganese oxides lend a lavender hue. The most brilliant hues in
the park come alive with the rising and setting of the sun. Do not
miss the opportunity for star gazing, as the clean air and lack of
lights create a spectacular view. (B)
Day 3 I BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARK I CAPITOL REEF NATIONAL
PARK I DEAD HORSE POINT STATE PARK I MOAB, UT Today we
continue through Canyon Country to Capitol Reef National Park,
known for its vivid sandstone formations and fruit orchards. The
sandstone formations, cliffs and canyons follow a 100-mile long
bulge in the earth’s crust called the Waterpocket Fold. We will stop at
Fruita, a designated picnic area for a box lunch. Next, we visit Dead
Horse Point which offers a spectacular view of Canyonlands, one of
the most photographed scenic vistas in the world. This afternoon,
experience the excitement of a Jeep tour that will make you feel
like the adventurer you were born to be! The expedition will get you
out there to see the spectacular wide-open spaces of Canyonlands
National Park “Island in the Sky” mesa. Tonight, enjoy dinner at
a ranch, an exclusive 240-acre riverside oasis surrounded by the
spectacular scenery of Utah’s iconic arches, canyon-lands, and red
rock mesas. Overnight in Moab. (B, L, D)

Antelope Canyon

Day 4 I MOAB I MONUMENT VALLEY I LAKE POWELL I HORSESHOE
BEND I PAGE, AZ Today is a visual feast as we travel to Monument

Helicopter Ride over the Grand Canyon

Valley which offers the most enduring and definitive images of the
American West. The isolated red mesas and buttes surrounded by
empty, sandy desert have been filmed and photographed countless
times over the years for movies, advertisements and holiday
brochures. Here, a memorable experience awaits you: a tour led
by an expert Navajo guide! See the towering cliffs, mesas and
the unique sandstone formations that punctuate the sometime
barren landscape, and that have inspired names such as “Three
Sisters”, “The Thumb”, and the most famous of all “Totem Pole”.
After enjoying a typical Navajo-style lunch, we continue to beautiful
Lake Powell. Here, we will visit the Glen Canyon Dam and enjoy the
viewpoints, before following the Colorado River on its way south
and walk out to the viewpoint where it bends around a sandstone
monolith at Horseshoe Bend. Overnight in Page. (B, L)

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Private Deluxe Escorted

CITIES AND CANYONS OF THE SOUTHWEST

Aerial Tramway in Palm Springs

Day 5 I PAGE I ANTELOPE CANYON I GRAND CANYON NATIONAL
PARK, AZ This morning, enjoy a tour of spectacular Antelope

Canyon. Carved from the Navajo sandstone over the course of
countless millenniums, it is known for its majestic slot canyons and
narrow passages, and for the occasional shafts of sunlight that shine
down from above offering magical and constantly changing patterns
and shadows in many subtle shades of color. The tour continues
to the South Rim of the Grand Canyon, one of the seven natural
wonders of the world. The canyon offers spectacular vistas, majestic
rock formations, and experiences to savor for a lifetime. Here, get
an exclusive bird’s eye view of this magnificent wonder during an
exciting tour on board of an helicopter. Tonight, enjoy dinner at your
hotel. (B, D)

Day 6 I GRAND CANYON I SELIGMAN I PALM SPRINGS, CA Today we
take a scenic drive along iconic Route 66, also known as the “Mother
Road”. We’ll stop at quirky Seligman, the birthplace of Historic Route
66, famous for its vintage character and roadside art. Lake Havasu
City, on the Colorado River, is the next stop to shop or have lunch
on own before we continue across the desert to Palm Springs. Here,
you will enjoy a ride on the Palm Springs Aerial Tramway, the world’s
largest rotating tram. Traveling over two-and-one-half miles along the
breathtaking cliffs of Chino Canyon it transports riders to the pristine
wilderness of the Mt. San Jacinto State Park. Enjoy dinner at the
Forest View restaurant before going back to the hotel. Overnight in
Palm Springs. (B, D)
Day 7 I PALM SPRINGS I LOS ANGELES, CA Our last stop is Los
Angeles, the City of Angels. Highlights of your tour include Grauman’s
Chinese Theatre, Beverly Hills, home to the rich and famous and the
world-famous shopper’s paradise Rodeo Drive, Olvera Street and
Santa Monica, the Western terminus of Route 66. Tonight, enjoy
dinner at a local restaurant. (B, D)
Canyonlands National Park Jeep Tour
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Day 8 I LOS ANGELES, CA Program ends with a transfer to the airport
for your departure flight. (B)
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

INCLUDED FEATURES
•First class hotel accommodation for 8 nights
•13 included meals consisting of:
			 - 7 American breakfasts
			 - 2 lunches
			 - 4 dinners
•Touring by private deluxe air-conditioned sedan/minivan
•Assistance of an English-speaking professional driver/escort for
the entire length of the program
•Complete program of sightseeing tours and excursions with
entrance fees:
			 - Visit of Red Canyon
			 - Visit of Bryce Canyon National Park
			 - Visit of Capitol Reef National Park
			 - Visit of Dead Horse Point State Park
			 - Shafer Trail in Canyonlands tour by Jeep
			 - Visit of Monument Valley
			 - Visit of Lake Powell and Horseshoe Bend
			 - Visit of Antelope Canyon
			 - Grand Canyon tour by helicopter
			 - Orientation tour of Seligman
			 - Palm Springs Aerial Tramway ride
			 - Orientation tour of Los Angeles
•Baggage handling
•Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

Bryce Canyon

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City

Nts. 		Hotel			

Las Vegas

1 		Venetian

Bryce Canyon NP

1		Bryce Canyon Lodge

Moab

1		Sorrel River Ranch

Page

1 		Lake Powell Resort

Grand Canyon NP

1		El Tovar

Palm Springs

1		Horizon Resort & Spa

Los Angeles

1		The Peninsula Beverly Hills

DEPARTURES & RATES
Minimum of 8 people
Minimum of 6 people
Minimum of 4 people
Minimum of 2 people

Utah’s iconic arches

From Prices
$5206
$5806
$7134
$10563

Single supplement: On Request
Reduction for third person sharing twin-bedded room: On Request
Price is per person based on double occupancy. Rates for additional
nights at first and last city are available.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Independent Culinary

A TASTE OF LIFE IN NAPA VALLEY
5 Days

FROM

$1,076

Wine Tasting

(4) Napa

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Oregon
Idaho

Nevada
Napa Valley

Enjoy a chic getaway to the splendor of California’s
premier Wine Country, Napa Valley. Lush, rolling
hills, world-class wineries and radiant vineyards
evoke a rich, cultural ambiance in which to relax
and indulge the senses. Explore nearby Sonoma
by bike, join a culinary hands-on class and enjoy
an exceptional combination of wine tasting,
delicious culinary fanfare, and a relaxing journey
through California’s historic and scenic Wine
Country aboard the Napa Valley Wine Train.

4

Utah

California

Arizona

# - No. of overnight stays
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For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I NAPA, CA Depending on your time of arrival, you may want
to retire to your guest room, lounge by the pool, enjoy a rejuvenating
spa treatment, or venture out to enjoy Napa’s nightlife.
Day 2 I NAPA, CA Today, bike through Sonoma on your hybrid bike
or electric bike and visit the wineries in the Sonoma area. (B)

Day 3 I NAPA, CA Start your day with breakfast at the hotel’s

restaurant. Today you will embark upon an unforgettable gourmet
journey as you hop aboard the Napa Valley Wine Train. This exclusive
tour provides a relaxing three-hour, thirty-six-mile round-trip journey
from the historic town of Napa, through one of the world’s most
well-known wine valleys to the quaint village of St. Helena, and back.
Guests aboard the Wine Train enjoy a freshly prepared lunch inside
a fully restored 1917 Pullman Dining Car or 1952 Vista Dome car as
they pass the vineyards and wineries of Napa Valley. (B, L)

Day 4 I NAPA, CA Today, enjoy a culinary adventure for food lovers

in downtown Napa at the Culinary Institute of America (CIA). Turn
your curiosity into brand-new skills! Get inspired and grow your
knowledge of cooking, baking, and wine in one of the hands-on
classes. (B)

Day 5 I NAPA, CA Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

Sonoma Coastline

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 4 nights
• Daily American breakfast
• Bike rental
• Napa Valley wine trail lunch tour
• Cooking class at The Culinary Institute of America
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Napa

Napa Valley Vineyard

Nts. 		Hotel			
4 		River Terrace Inn

Validity: April-November.
A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Independent Culinary

TASTY INDULGENCE IN THE FRENCH
QUARTER
4 Days

FROM

$969

Seafood Boil

(3) New Orleans

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

New Orleans, where Jazz streams out into the
moonlight, French doors open to the night breezes
and sweet olive scents the air while nearby there is
laughter, a cork popping, and cafe brulot aflame.
Discover this city full of flavor and mystic daubed
“The Big Easy”.
Witness a cooking demonstration, full lunch, and
recipes to take along at The New Orleans School
of Cooking. This basics course in Louisiana cooking
combines food and folklore with history, trivia, and
tall tales for a memorable experience.

# - No. of overnight stays
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Sazarac Cocktail

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I NEW ORLEANS, LA Depending on your time of arrival, you
may want to set out on foot and explore this wonderful city on your
own. Head out to the French Quarter, which boasts an amazing mix
of architecture styles, shops, and fine dining. At the center of it all
is Jackson Square; musicians, artists, and entertainers of all kinds
create an unforgettable street scene. Stroll along Bourbon Street at
night with its jazz clubs, lively nightspots, and casinos.
Day 2 I NEW ORLEANS, LA This morning, prepare yourself for

a day of culinary fun at The New Orleans School of Cooking. The
cooking classes are taught by well-known local chefs, skilled in the
arts and traditions of Cajun and Creole cuisine. After such a culinary
experience, savor the beauty and romance of New Orleans and take
a journey back in time aboard the authentic Sternwheeler Steamboat
NATCHEZ. Your two-hour cruise includes dinner and features live jazz
music. (B, L, D)

Day 3 I NEW ORLEANS, LA Start your day with a Jazz brunch. The
Court of Two Sisters offers a strolling trio playing real New Orleans
jazz and features a picturesque old-world courtyard with original gas
lights and flowing fountains. In the afternoon, take a walk through
the French Quarter’s famous bars and restaurants and discover
the famous “spirits” of New Orleans. It’s history… with a twist! You’ll
be shaken (not stirred) by the recipes of the city’s most infamous
cocktails along the way. (B)
Day 4 I NEW ORLEANS, LA Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

Steamboat Dinner Cruise

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Daily American breakfast
• Lunch and cooking demonstration
• Steamboat Jazz Dinner Cruise
• Jazz brunch
• Cocktail walking tour
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
New Orleans

French Quarter

Nts. 		Hotel			
3 		Monteleone Hotel

A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Independent Culinary

LOBSTERING AND HIKING IN MAINE
4 Days

FROM

$506

Lobstering in Maine

(3) Bar Harbor

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Maine
3

VT

New York

NH
MA

# - No. of overnight stays
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Bar Harbor

Take part in a relaxing adventure at Bar Harbor
and discover this charming town by land and sea
through this destination discovery that will delight
and inspire you. For a pleasant experience on the
high seas, go lobstering on an authentic Maine
lobster boat and enjoy watching the local seal
population in their natural environment. While
on land, take a nature hike amidst the natural
beauty of Acadia National Park. You can enjoy
a three-night stay at the Bluenose Inn. Located
on picturesque Frenchman’s Bay, the classic
Bar Harbor Hotel is the perfect accommodation
choice for a memorable vacation on Maine’s
famed Mount Desert Island..

Whale Watching

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I BAR HARBOR, ME On your way to Bar Harbor, make brief
stops at the different weathervane workshops of the area and be
amazed at the craftsmanship and artistic detail of these whimsical
outdoor decorations. This evening, savor a delicious meal at one of
the local fish restaurants.
Day 2 I BAR HARBOR, ME After a delightful breakfast, you will enjoy
the best of both worlds in Bar Harbor. Start with a sea adventure as
you embark on an authentic lobster boat to go lobstering. Watch
experienced fisherman haul in lobster traps from the ocean floor as
a professional naturalist describes everything and answer questions
about lobster fishing and marine wildlife. About halfway through the
cruise, the lobster gear is put away and you will head off to a small
island to view seals basking on the rocks or swimming in the nearby
water. Once back on dry land, we suggest to head to Acadia National
Park for a hike and picnic. The park is home to many plants and
animals, and the tallest mountain on the U.S. Atlantic coast which
offers spectacular views of the Porcupine Islands and Fisherman
Bay. (B)
Day 3 I BAR HARBOR, ME After a delightful breakfast, it’s time
to get ready for a new adventure! The Gulf of Maine plays host to
humpback, finback and minke whales. The high-speed catamaran
will transport you to a viewing area where you will watch these
amazing creatures in their natural habitat. (B)
Day 4 I BAR HARBOR, ME Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

Bar Harbor

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Daily American breakfast
• Lobster/seal cruise
• Whale watching cruise
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Bar Harbor

Lobster Dinner

Nts. 		Hotel			
3 		Bluenose Inn

Validity: May-October.
A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Independent Programs

WHEN IN NEW YORK
Travel In Simplicity FROM $893
INCLUDED FEATURES
• Tourist class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Big Bus New York classic tour
• Guided Central Park bike tour
• Landmarks cruise
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
New York City: Ameritania

Travel In Style FROM $979
INCLUDED FEATURES
• First class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Private Statue of Liberty & Ellis Island guided tour
• Graffiti & street art walking tour in Brooklyn
• Clipper city sunset cruise by sailboat
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
New York City: Hilton Millenium New York Downtown

The Big Apple

Travel In Luxury FROM $2,517
INCLUDED FEATURES
• Deluxe class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Downtown New York helicopter tour
• Private urban adventure tour
• Bateaux New York dinner cruise
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
New York City: 50 Bowery New York

New York City skyline aerial view

A selection of different hotels, room category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
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For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

WHEN IN SAN FRANCISCO
Travel In Simplicity FROM $1,144
INCLUDED FEATURES
• Tourist class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• One day hop-on hop-off tour
• Golden Gate Bridge guided bike tour to Sausalito
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
San Francisco: Comfort Inn by the Bay

Travel In Style FROM $1,973
INCLUDED FEATURES
• First class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Napa and Sonoma wine country tour
• Sunset cruise by sailboat
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
San Francisco: Kimpton Alton Fisherman’s Wharf

View of San Francisco cable car and Alcatraz

Travel In Luxury FROM $2,503
INCLUDED FEATURES
• Deluxe class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• City sites tour by seaplane
• Private guided walking city tour
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
San Francisco: Nikko Hotel

Helicopter Ride over San Francisco

A selection of different hotels, room category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Independent Programs

WHEN IN CHICAGO
Travel In Simplicity FROM $346
INCLUDED FEATURES
• Tourist class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• 360 Chicago Observatory general admission
• Scenic Chicago North side tour
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Chicago: Versey

Travel In Style FROM $510
INCLUDED FEATURES
• First class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Best of Chicago Grand Tour
• Sparkling Chicago tour: 360 Chicago Observatory, including
bottle of prosecco
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Chicago: Claridge House

Chicago River

Travel In Luxury FROM $1,403
INCLUDED FEATURES
• Deluxe class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Private guided Frank Lloyd Wright tour, including lunch and
prosecco toast
• Helicopter night tour
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Chicago: Raffaello

Kayaking on the Chicago River

A selection of different hotels, room category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
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For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

WHEN IN MIAMI
Travel In Simplicity FROM $841
INCLUDED FEATURES
• Tourist class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Miami city & boat tour
• Everglades safari tour, including airboat ride
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Miami: Dorchester

Travel In Style FROM $1,107
INCLUDED FEATURES
• First class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• South Beach culinary walking tour including dinner
• Everglades eco adventure safari park tour by airboat
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Miami: Marseille

South Beach, Miami

Travel In Luxury FROM $2,300
INCLUDED FEATURES
• Deluxe class hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Jungle island go wild VIP private guided tour
• Miami helicopter adventure
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Miami: Delano

South Beach, Miami

A selection of different hotels, room category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Rail

THE NORTHEASTERN, A JOURNEY
THROUGH AMERICAN HISTORY
8 Days

FROM

$1,559

Sunset over Manhattan, New York City

(2) Boston • (2) New York • (1) Philadelphia • (2) Washington

VT
NH

MA

2 Boston

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Travel by train to some of the most popular
metropolitan cities in Northeast America. This
Railway Adventure takes you from one of the
oldest cities in the United States, Boston through
the glamour of “The Big Apple” and history filled
Philadelphia to the beauty of the nation’s capital,
Washington, D.C.

New York
NJ

2 New York City

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia 1
2

Washington, DC

# - No. of overnight stays
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Historic District, Philadelphia

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I BOSTON, MA Arrive at the airport and transfer on own to

your hotel. Afternoon at leisure to visit the Boston harbor area, where
you can enjoy “The Boston HarborWalk”, a walk designed to connect
the public to a clean and restored Boston Harbor. Another option is
visiting Quincy Marketplace comprised of a collection of boutiques,
eateries and pushcart vendors housed in converted 18th century
warehouses. Enjoy the street entertainers that frequently perform
just outside.

Day 2 I BOSTON, MA Today is yours to explore this historic

town. In the morning hop aboard the Old Town Trolley Tour and
you’ll experience “Transportainment”, a delightful combination of
transportation and entertainment. Turn back the pages of history
and relive colonial Boston. Coming from various backgrounds, each
conductor narrates the sightseeing tour with his or her own blend of
trivia, colorful anecdotes, and humorous stories to ensure that your
experience is both enjoyable and informative. While on the tour,
you can choose to interchange riding on the Trolley and walking on
portions of the Freedom Trail for a more complete experience. The
Freedom Trail is one of Americas’ first historic walking tours and a
must-do while in Boston. This is the perfect introduction to Colonial
and Revolutionary Boston. The walking tour takes visitors to 16
historical sites covering two and a half centuries of America’s most
significant past.

Day 3 I BOSTON I NEW YORK, NY This morning transfer on own
to the railway station to board your train to New York City. New
York City, deservingly called “the City That Never Sleeps”, offers
something for everyone at all times of the day or night. New York is
among the most storied cities in all the world. It is a major travel,
business, and cultural hub. You will find fine dining next to pizza
takeaway restaurants, luxury shopping in Soho next to the crammed
knock-off shops of Canal St. New York is a mosaic of cultures that
have all come together to give the “Big Apple” a flavor of its own. And
despite being featured in countless movies, TV shows, and songs,
“The City” still has a few secrets to tell.
Day 4 I NEW YORK, NY Today you will tour the city with the fun
and informative Hop on – Hop off city tour. Sit in comfort, as your
knowledgeable guide points out landmarks and shares New York
history with you. Hop off as often as you like to dine, shop, or visit
attractions; when you are ready, hop back on and continue the tour.
Among the most visited attractions are Time Square, Central Park
which houses the City Zoo, St. Patrick’s Cathedral, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, and the famous Brooklyn Bridge. Visit one of New
York’s most popular destinations, Rockefeller Center. It is a hub of
activity, with thousands of visitors and New Yorkers alike taking in
an array of exciting attractions. After dark, the “Twin Gothic Towers”
and strong steel cables make a striking silhouette against the night
sky. Walking across the bridge is a huge thrill, particularly if you start
from the Brooklyn side and view the Manhattan skyline as your stroll
across. Of course, no tour of New York would be complete without a
visit to America’s highest representation of freedom, the Statue of
Liberty in New York Harbor, and the Empire State Building. For the
artist at heart, the more established arts like dance, theater, and
music are superbly catered for. In between sights, you can eat just
about anything, at any time, cooked in any style.
Day 5 I NEW YORK I PHILADELPHIA, PA Transfer on own to the

railway station to board your train to Philadelphia, the most influential
city in the process of the American Revolution. Philadelphia’s most
famous attraction is the Liberty Bell Pavilion, which houses the
2,080 lbs. bell and is located within the National Historical Park. Just
across the street, is Independence Hall which is known for being the
place where Thomas Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence was
constructed and adopted on July 4, 1776. Another unique piece of
history still reserved in Philadelphia is the Betsy Ross House. She is
said to have sewn the first United States flag that was presented to
George Washington.

Cherry Blossom on Potomac River, Washington DC

Day 6 I PHILADELPHIA I WASHINGTON D.C. This morning transfer

on own to the railway station to board your train to Washington,
United States’ Capital City. Washington, DC attracts nearly twenty
million tourists each year, making tourism the second biggest
industry of the area just after the federal government. Surprisingly,
admission to most major attractions is free. Tour this great city on
your own for the rest of the day. Visit the International Spy Museum,
the Jefferson Memorial, and the National Air & Space Museum.

Day 7 I WASHINGTON, D.C. Today you will tour this city aboard
an open-top double-decker bus. This tour encompasses more than
25 stops throughout Washington which cover the major sights in
approximately a two-and-a-half-hour circle. However, the hop-on and
hop-off flexibility can make the tour last all day by visiting monuments,
museums, shopping and dining facilities at your convenience. Create
your own tour by choosing your stops. Visit Arlington National
Cemetery. Walk along the National Mall; often called the “Nation’s
Front Yard”. It expands from the Lincoln Memorial on the Potomac to
the Capitol Building and Supreme Court on Capitol Hill. Along the Mall
are the majority of the 18 museums that comprise the Smithsonian
Institution, the War Memorials, and the Washington Monument
which offers rides to the top of the obelisk and lies south of the
illustrious White House.
Day 8 I WASHINGTON, D.C. Return flight home or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES
• Hotel accommodation for 7 nights
• Boston Old Town Trolley Hop on-Hop off 1-day tour
• New York City Hop on-Hop off 2-days tour
• Washington Hop on-Hop off 1-day tour
• Amtrak train tickets as per program-regional service in coach class
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City

Nts. 		Hotel			

Boston
2 		Hampton Inn & Suites Boston 		
			Crosstown
New York

2		Excelsior Hotel

Philadelphia

1		Holiday Inn Express Midtown

Washington

2		Churchill Hotel

A selection of different hotels, room category, additional nights, transfers
and optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Mosaics of usa Collection

MOSAICS OF USA
COLLECTION

These shorter duration vacations feature modular and themed programs that focus on the distinctiveness
of the selected destination by including activities and experiences that celebrate the local culture and
customs.
Highlights of these programs include: a Dude Ranch stay in Utah; a Buffalo safari in South Dakota; a
farmland tour and visit of an Amish house with typical Amish dinner included in the heart of Pennsylvania’s
Dutch Country; the opportunity to explore Elvis Presley’s Graceland and Sun Studio in Memphis; a true
experience in Southern history with a carriage tour of Natchez and a visit of an Antebellum Mansion; an
opportunity to reconnect with nature by visiting the breathtaking Olympic National Park in Washington
State; and an escape to Scottsdale to enjoy the thrilling experience of soaring through the skies on a hot
air balloon.
• City slickers in Utah
• Where the buffalo roam
• A bountiful life
• Elvis lives on
• Natchez, where history lives
• Reconnect with Nature
• A Desert Journey
24

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

CITY SLICKERS IN UTAH
4 Days

FROM

$1,110
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•Experience one of the last remaining strongholds
of the American West! Travel back in time and
enjoy the traditions of the Old West in a rustic
setting with the unbeatable luxury of spectacular
vistas, great food, friendly people and loads of
fun adventures.
•Live the life of a cowboy; carefree, relaxed,
tough as nails, riding the open range on the
back of its mighty steed during the day and at
night, sitting around the campfire eating beans
and telling stories at the famous Rockin’ R Ranch.
•Take pleasure in a hay wagon ride through
town, or hang out at the ranch and learn the art
of roping, barrel racing or pole bending.

Day 1 I ANTIMONY, UT Upon check-in, you will work with a ranch
Cowboy life in Utah

(3) Antimony

staff member to personalize your schedule of activities. This evening,
join festivities such as sitting around a campfire and trading
adventurous tales about your day. (L,D)

Day 2 I ANTIMONY, UT After breakfast, get ready for another
unforgettable day. Depending on your scheduled activities, you may
go for a trail ride. Try your hand at various activities such as learning
how to barrel race, pole bend or sheep dressing. (B, L, D)
Day 3 I ANTIMONY, UT Today, you can experience other activities

the ranch has to offer. If you want to cool off, take a dip in the
swimming pond or take your place in one of the West’s most
celebrated activities; line dancing. (B, L, D)

Day 4 I ANTIMONY, UT Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Accommodation for 3 nights at a Dude Ranch
• Daily breakfast, lunch and dinner
• Horseback riding, fishing and several ranch activities
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Antimony: Rockin’ R Ranch

# - No. of overnight stays

A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Mosaics of usa Collection

WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM
3 Days

FROM

$411

View of bison in South Dakota

(2) Custer

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•Experience the thrill of a close encounter with
one of the nation’s largest free-roaming buffalo
herds at Custer State Park! This destination is a
nature lover’s vacation paradise full of outdoors
adventure and excitement. Custer State Park is
also home to abundant wildlife such as pronghorn
antelope, mountain goats, bighorn sheep, deer,
elk, wild turkeys, and a band of friendly burros
(donkeys).
•Enjoy getting to know all about the American
buffalo by taking a back-road Jeep Safari Tour that
will bring you face to face with these four-legged
giants. Following, you’ll be whisked on a hayride
to a Chuckwagon Cookout where you’ll have a
chance to recount the recent experience under a
canopy of stars.

# - No. of overnight stays
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•In order to achieve the full experience, a 3-day
/ 2-night stay has been arranged at the historic
State Game Lodge situated within the boundaries
of Custer State Park. This magnificent structure
offers the perfect retreat after and exciting day
outdoors. Since the grounds of the Lodge and the
Park are one, you’ll have a great chance to greet
the morning with buffalo on your lawn.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I CUSTER, SD Custer State Park is one of the world’s best
wildlife sanctuaries and a refuge to one of the largest American
buffalo herds in the world. Upon arrival, check in at the State Game
Lodge and start enjoying the beautiful surroundings. Depending on
your time of arrival, you may want to take a quick jaunt over to the
Peter Norbeck Visitor Center, located near the lodge. Here you can
browse displays and exhibits about the park’s wildlife, geology and
history. There is also a gift shop and park staff available to answer
questions and offer guidance. Enjoy dinner tonight at one of the
Park’s four restaurants, each with their own flavors and specialties.
From elegant meals to hearty ranch fare and family-friendly homestyle cooking, you’re sure to find something to please everyone.
Day 2 I CUSTER, SD Today you’ll participate in a once-in-a-lifetime
experience – A Jeep Ride through the Buffalo Herds! Start your day
by having a hot full American breakfast served buffet style. Enjoy the
first part of this day as you wish. With 71,000 acres of spectacular
terrain, Custer offers visitors a chance for hiking, mountain biking,
horseback riding, rock climbing, and driving the scenic drives. Then,
promptly at 4pm (unless otherwise specified by the front desk staff
) you’ll embark on a wild adventure as an open-air Jeep takes you
off-road for 1.5 to 2 hours through the park to where the herds
of buffalo, elk and deer await. The driver will offer historical and
educational information about the park and its wildlife along the
way. He will also help you spot other wildlife and give you time for

Kayaking

picture taking. Immediately following, you’ll go on a traditional Hay
Ride to meet up with the Chuck Wagon Cookout crew in the mountain
canyon for a western supper feast and live entertainment. You’ll also
get your own souvenir cowboy hat and bandanna to play the part.
Menu includes your choice of an 8 oz. choice sirloin steak or a 1/3
lb. hamburger with all the fixin’s, including cowboy beans, cornbread
and honey, potato salad, coleslaw, watermelon, cookies, chuck
wagon coffee and lemonade. A vegetarian option is also available.

Day 3 I CUSTER, SD Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 2 nights
• Daily breakfast
• Chuck Wagon Cookout
• Buffalo safari
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Custer: State Game Lodge

Horseback Riding

A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Mosaics of usa Collection

A BOUNTIFUL LIFE
3 Days

FROM

$366

Horse and Buggy

(2) Amish Country

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•Journey to a place virtually unaffected by the
passing of time and experience The Amish way of
life, a fascinating and educational experience.

New York

Amish Country

2

Pennsylvania

Ohio
West
Virginia

Virginia

# - No. of overnight stays
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NJ

•Our Destination Discovery starts as soon as
you arrive at the hotel. The Amish View Inn &
Suites is set amidst Amish farmlands in the heart
of Pennsylvania Dutch Country. It provides the
intimate atmosphere of a bed & breakfast with the
amenities of an upscale hotel.
•Catch a glimpse of the Amish culture, ethics and
traditions as you watch a play based on real life
events at the Amish Experience Theater. See an
authentic Amish house and learn about their dayto-day practices and household life by visiting the
Amish Homestead. Take a 90-Minute tour of the
Farmlands and witness the spectacular panoramas
of patchwork achieved without the use of modern
equipment and taste their harvest during a real
Pennsylvania Dutch-Style dinner.
•Come to peace in an authentic world where the
hourglass never runs out of sand as you’ll develop
both respect and admiration for a culture so
different from our own.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I AMISH COUNTRY, PA Depending upon time of arrival you
may want to explore the shops and gardens of the Plain & Fancy Farm
located just outside the hotel’s lobby. This pristine, 9 acres complex
is also home to Aaron & Jessica’s Buggy Rides, the Amish Experience
Theater, Homestead and Farmland Tours, a farm animal exhibit
and the world famous Plain & Fancy restaurant. A lot of reasonably
priced activities and discovery-opportunities depart from the hotel’s
premises. If you have the time, you might want to join a buggy tour
where you can get inside information from an experienced Amish
driver and ask questions about Amish schools, shops, farms and
businesses, while enjoying the picturesque rolling meadows along
the way.
Day 2 I AMISH COUNTRY, PA No better way to start your day than

with a hot country breakfast at the hotel’s restaurant. You might want
to sit by a window so you can witness the spectacle as the children run
across the fields toward the one-room school house on the horizon.
Except for holidays, vacation or during harvest time, this is a daily
occurrence between the hours of 8:00 and 8:30am. This morning
you will embark on a guided 90-Minute Farmland Tour departing
from the hotel promptly at 10:45am. This excursion will take you
around the out-of-the-way back roads and country lanes to see the
amazing beauty of these lands, farmed using only horses and mules,
and dotted with one-room school houses just like the one nearby
the hotel. Along the way you will visit roadside stands, bake shops or
a craft or quilt shop on a farm. You will also take a fascinating and
educational tour of the Amish Country Homestead. This authentically
furnished Amish house, along with the interpretive information
handed over by the guides, offers an insight into the complex riddles
of a culture so different from our own. Questions such as; “If a bottled
gas refrigerator is permitted, why not an electric one?”, will definitely
pop up and the experienced guides will provide you with an answer.
On the other hand, at the Amish Experience Theater you will gain
a better understanding of what it means to be Amish by viewing
“Jacob’s Choice”. The play deals with a teenager, “Jacob”, faced with
the difficult decision of choosing whether to join the Amish church
or leaving everything behind to become part of the modern world.
Finish your day with a hearty Pennsylvania Dutch Family-Style meal
at the renowned Plain & Fancy Restaurant and savor the modest, yet
delicious natural cuisine of the Amish folk. (B,D)

Shopping for Jams, Kitchen Kettle Village

Day 3 I AMISH COUNTRY, PA Have a hot country breakfast this

morning and enjoy the children’s morning routine as they run across
the field on their way to school one last time. Before departing, you
may want to visit nearby Kitchen Kettle Village with over thirty shops
and restaurants where you can sample authentic Amish food. Visit
the smoke house or the world-famous Canning Kitchen for a taste of
their jams and relishes. Enjoy some hand-rolled fudge or homemade
ice cream while shopping for Lancaster’s finest quilts and leather
goods. Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 2 nights
• Daily Hot Country breakfast
• One Amish dinner at Plain & Fancy Farm Restaurant
• Admission to Amish Country Homestead
• 90-minute Farmland Tour
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Amish Country: Amish View Inn & Suites

Quilting

A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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ELVIS LIVES ON
4 Days

$743

FROM

Elvis’ first microphone at Sun Studio

(3) Memphis

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Kentucky

Missouri

•Stay three nights in the Guest House at Graceland,
only steps away from the gates of its world- famous
namesake and Elvis’ residence. It offers all the
comfort one can wish for, only at a stone’s throw
from Memphis, where especially after sunset, the
vigorous Beale Street is the place to be.

Tennessee
3 Memphis

Arkansas
Mis

sis

Louisiana

# - No. of overnight stays

30

Georgia

sip

pi

Alabama

•During this journey it’s all about “a little less
conversation, a little more action please”, as you’ll
follow in the footsteps of Elvis Presley, The King
of Rock ‘n’ Roll. Experience his personal life and
musical legacy from his humble beginnings to his
rise to superstardom.

•Experience Graceland like never before with
the new entertainment complex, Elvis Presley’s
Memphis. The complex features the world’s largest
and most comprehensive Elvis museum, Elvis:
The Entertainer Career Museum, Presley Motors
Automobile Museum, and Discovery Exhibits that
showcase Elvis’ influences, important facets of his
incredible life, and his role in launching a music
and pop culture revolution. You can even board
his custom private jets.
•Tour Sun Studio, the birthplace of Rock ‘n’ Roll,
and learn the history of the most famous recording
studio in the world and the stars that have produced
gold records here.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I MEMPHIS, TN Time to discover Memphis. Make sure
to visit Beale Street which is in the heart of Downtown Memphis
and dates back to 1841. From the moment your foot touches the
cobblestones, you realize you’ve officially entered a music epicenter
unlike any other, as the smooth breeze carries the sounds of blues,
jazz, rock ‘n’ roll, R&B, soul and gospel. Beale Street is anchored
by the Orpheum Theater at one end and the Hard Rock Café on the
other with a variety of clubs, restaurants and retail shops in between.
Its live music, outdoor concerts, clubs, restaurants and neon give
you an authentic look at Memphis and its music and a taste of
its equally famous BBQ ribs. We especially recommend Blues City
Café and Rum Boogie Cafe; their friendly staff and world-renowned
menus have drawn the attention of presidents and celebrities alike.
No other local landmark has held such mystique, intrigue, fame and
infamy over the years and therefore is the most visited attraction in
the State of Tennessee.
Day 2 I MEMPHIS, TN Enjoy a good breakfast, Elvis Presley’s
favorite meal of the day, before heading to his famous estate;
Graceland. Here you can explore his personal side with an interactive
iPad tour of Graceland mansion including the Trophy Building and
Meditation Garden. Next, check out Elvis Presley’s Memphis. This
state-of-the-art entertainment and exhibit complex enable you to
follow the life path that Elvis took, surround yourself with the things
that he loved, and witness the sight and sounds of the city that
inspired him. Experience Elvis’ life and career like never before – his
roots, his influences and his artistry. The Elvis Presley’s Memphis
experience includes: the Entertainer Career Showcase Museum, the
Automobile Museum, and the Discovery Exhibits. Also included in
today’s visit is a step aboard Elvis’ customized airplanes to see how
he traveled in luxury.
Day 3 I MEMPHIS, TN Relax and enjoy all the hotel has to offer

this morning. In the afternoon depart to Sun Studio by yourself.
Tour this National Historic Landmark building where the blending of
blues and country music came together in the big bang of Rock ‘n’
Roll. Experience outtakes from different recording sessions, touch
Elvis’ first microphone, stand in the very spot where The King first
recorded, see the priceless 50’s memorabilia and hear the real
history of the studio that launched not only Elvis Presley, but also
artists like Jerry Lee Lewis, Howlin’ Wolf, Roy Orbison and B.B. King

Graceland

to fame. If you haven’t done so already, don’t miss the opportunity to
visit Historic Beale Street, which is just around the corner. Make your
musical journey even more authentic while attending street concerts,
talking to locals in one of the many bars or to maybe even pick up an
instrument yourself during a blues jam or an open mic night.

Day 4 I MEMPHIS, TN Enjoy your last day at the hotel and if you
have time, you can discover some more of the city as the beat always
goes on in Memphis. Optional activities you might want to look into
include Stax Museum of American Soul Music, Memphis Rock ‘n Roll
Museum or Memphis Zoo. Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 3 nights
• Daily buffet breakfast
• Graceland’s Elvis Experience, including two custom airplane tour
• Sun Studio tour admission
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Memphis: Guest House at Graceland

Historic Beale Street

A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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NATCHEZ, WHERE HISTORY LIVES
3 Days

FROM

$269

Natchez Memorial Park

(2) Natchez

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Tennessee
Arkansas

Mis

sis

2

Texas

Louisiana

Alabama

sip

pi

Natchez

•Sitting high on the bluff above the mighty
Mississippi river rests Natchez, a city 300 years in
the making. At first glance, Natchez appears to be
frozen in time, with perfectly preserved homes and
buildings that remind us of days gone by. But upon
closer inspection you soon discover that Natchez,
while indeed a reflection of the past, is also alive
in the here and now filled with arts, music, culture,
events, and natural beauty.
•Enjoy historic accommodations at the Guest
House at Natchez Eola, a prominent bed &
breakfast rich in history and southern hospitality.
This Greek Revival antebellum mansion is listed in
the National Register of Historic Places.
•See this enchanting historic district on a narrated,
horse-drawn carriage tour that will take you
through the most prominent streets in Natchez.
Once you have familiarized yourself with the
available attractions, choose one of the homes for
a complete tour of its interior and grounds from the
selection offered by The Guest House.

# - No. of overnight stays

32

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I NATCHEZ, MS Depending upon your time of arrival
you may want to set out on foot and get to know the beautiful
surroundings. Natchez is a grand city steeped in rich history and
the oldest settlement on the Mississippi River. This southern city
has embraced and preserved the influences of Native American,
European, Southern, and African American cultures, all of which
have given her a timeless and unique blend of charm, grace,
romance, mystery, and adventure. Natchez is best known for the
preservation of its bountiful Greek Revival antebellum mansions
and their meticulously maintained gardens. Between Main and
Franklin Streets is the hub of Old Natchez with tree- lined streets, old
homes, plenty of restaurants, antiques, and gift shops. Discover the
intoxicating and majestic allure that has made Natchez one of the
most exciting and fascinating cities in the south!
Day 2 I NATCHEZ, MS Start your day with a full southern-style
breakfast served in the Courtyard Café. Today is a day of culture and
history starting with a horse-drawn carriage tour through Natchez’s
Historic District with a 45-minute narration. Your experienced tour
guide will bring back the thrill and excitement of yesteryear as
you enjoy some of the finest and most significant landmarks in
antebellum Natchez. There is no better way to see Old Natchez. In
the early afternoon, tour of one of the famous antebellum mansions
you just learned about. All are beautifully restored and furnished
with priceless antiques, art and collectibles. Many of them feature
exquisite gardens and landscaped grounds as well. The rest of the
day is yours to enjoy this historic city or just unwind and relax at the
Inn. (B)
Day 3 I NATCHEZ, MS Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

Sunset on the Mississippi River

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 2 nights
• Daily buffet breakfast
• Carriage tour
• Antebellum home tour
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Natchez: Eola Guesthouse

Sunset on the Mississippi River

A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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RECONNECT WITH NATURE
3 Days

FROM

$431

Ruby Beach, Olympic National Park

(2) Quinault

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•Discover a place where time seems to have stood
still.

Canada

•Olympic National Park is a place of tremendous
natural diversity and breathtaking beauty.
•An extensive old growth forest surrounds glacierclad peaks interspersed with many alpine
meadows, making Olympic National Park the
best example of intact and protected temperate
rainforest in the Pacific Northwest.

Olympic NP

Quinault 2

washington

•Stay close to all things wild and pure at the Lake
Quinault Lodge.
•Surrounded by awe-inspiring natural beauty, the
Lodge is the perfect lake-side venue for your twonight stay.
•Explore the serene and magical Quinault Rainforest
by taking a tour that will create lasting memories.

Oregon

•This magnificent wild resource is one of only three
located in the contiguous United States.
•Discover the tranquil waters of Lake Quinault
through a spectacular daybreak lake tour from the
comfort of a captained boat.

# - No. of overnight stays

34

•While on tour you will observe local wildlife in their
natural habitat.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I QUINAULT, WA Arrive in the early afternoon at Lake Quinault

Lodge and get ready for an afternoon of exploration in the Rainforest;
tour departs sharply at 4pm. This guided tour will take you to the
best photo points; you will get close to the rainforest on selected
short walks. The tour takes you deep into Olympic National Park
where rain-soaked mosses adorn the Big Leaf Maples and waterfalls
cascade into pools where young salmon can be seen jumping into
the air from their watery world. You may also see Roosevelt Elk, Bald
Eagles, and other forest creatures that make this their home. The
rest of the evening is yours to relax, have dinner, and exchange tales
of your day’s adventures by the lodge’s great room fireplace.

Day 2 I QUINAULT, WA This morning, after having breakfast at
the lodge, get ready for an exhilarating day of discovery. Sharply at
10:00 am you will embark on a memorable tour of the lake. Cruise
around this beautiful glaciated lake for approximately two hours and
learn about the vistas, the rain forest, wildlife, fisheries, creation of
the National Parks and National Forests, tribal life, explorers and
pioneers. While on tour you may spot River Otters as well as Bald
Eagles, Osprey, leaping Salmon, and occasionally Black Bear or even
Mountain Lions. The rest of the day is yours to explore the area or to
just relax and enjoy the Lodge’s amenities. (B)
Day 3 I QUINAULT, WA Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

Twins Falls, Olympic National Park

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 2 nights
• Daily buffet breakfast
• Rainforest tour
• Lake cruise
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Quinault: Lake Quinault Lodge

Doe and Fawns at Hurricane Ridge, Olympic National Park

selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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A DESERT JOURNEY
4 Days

FROM

$653

Sunset view of the desert and mountains, Phoenix

(3) Scottsdale

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•Escape to Scottsdale for four days and three nights
of posh lifestyle.

Nevada

Utah

•Surrounded by gentle breezes and a stunning
palette of warm earthen colors.
•This blooming city forms part of the Phoenix
Metropolitan area.

California

Arizona
3 Scottsdale

•Rich in history and culture, Scottsdale is worldrenowned for the abundance of exclusive art
galleries, indulgent spas, lush fairways and posh
lifestyle.
•Enjoy the thrilling experience of soaring through
the skies on a hot air balloon and discover both
New Mexico Phoenix and Scottdale in a day trip that will create
memories that will last you a lifetime

# - No. of overnight stays

36

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I SCOTTSDALE, AZ Depending upon the time of your arrival,

you may want to relax and enjoy all the fabulous amenities your hotel
has to offer.

Day 2 I SCOTTSDALE, AZ After breakfast, prepare for an adventurous
morning, as you will be joining a hot air balloon ride. Enjoy the sights
and sounds of the desert from a different perspective as you partake
in the exhilarating experience. Your adventure begins with a preflight briefing. Witness the inflation of the balloon and proceed to
board the basket. During your magical journey, the pilot will point
out the exotic desert plant life below. Upon your landing, indulge in a
traditional champagne celebration to toast to the successful flight. In
the afternoon, enjoy some relaxing time at the spa at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 I SCOTTSDALE, AZ Start your day with a delicious breakfast.
Today, you will be exploring Scottsdale and Phoenix. In downtown
Phoenix, learn about its history and architecture while visiting the
Arizona State Capitol, Arizona Biltmore (which was designed by
architect Frank Lloyd Wright), and more. In Scottsdale, explore the
lively downtown district filled with businesses, galleries, and cultural
events. (B)
Day 4 I SCOTTSDALE, AZ Return flight home or extend your stay. (B)

Desert Botanical Garden, Phoenix

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Accommodation for 3 nights at a Ranch Resort
• Daily buffet breakfast
• Hot Air Balloon ride
• Scottsdale and Phoenix full day excursion
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Scottsdale: Scottsdale Resort at McCormick Ranch

Hot Air Balloon Ride

A selection of different room category, additional nights, transfers and
optional tours are available. Program’s validity and/or some included
features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Fun for Family & Kids

FUN FOR FAMILY & KIDS

Come explore the exciting opportunities of travel for the whole family
with Central Holidays! Whether you prefer complete simplicity or total
luxury, your children or grandchildren will open up to new ideas, customs,
cultures, cuisine, and experiences as you travel. Our goal is to make
family travel fun and rewarding for the entire family. Central Holidays is
thrilled to offer you an abundance of unique activities for all ages.

38

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Fun for Family & Kids

KIDS GO CALIFORNIA
13 Days

FROM

$1,654

Golde Gate Bridge, San Francisco

(1) Los Angeles • (1) San Simeon • (2) San Francisco
(2) Yosemite Yosemite National Park • (1) Bakersfield
(2) San Diego • (3) Anaheim

California

Nevada

Sequoia NP

San Simeon 1

1 Bakersﬁeld

Santa Barbara

Los Angeles

1

Anaheim

# - No. of overnight stays
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Santa Barbara. On the beautiful Pacific Coast, Santa Barbara is a
gem. The pristine city’s climate gives rise to a number of natural
attractions. Stroll through the Santa Barbara Botanic Gardens to
view breathtaking flora or hike a scenic nature trail in Los Padres
National Forest. The beaches all have their own allure. East Beach
attracts the trendy and young, while fishing and whale watching are
the favorites at Arroyo Burro. Enjoy the fine collection at the Santa
Barbara Museum of Art or explore the old Mission. Fresh seafood
can be found in the restaurants on Stearn’s Wharf. Continue on to
San Simeon for an overnight stay.

2 Yosemite NP

Monterey

Airport and proceed to the hotel. Home to famous movie stars
and the Infamous landmark, the Hollywood sign, Los Angeles is
the entertainment capital of the United States. This big metropolis
has many regions with distinct flavors and communities. Take a
stroll along the Walk of Fame and see the names of celebrities
commemorated in pink stars along the sidewalk and visit Grauman’s
Chinese Theater, the best-preserved of the movie palaces from
Hollywood’s golden era. Drive through Beverly Hills, the most famous
neighborhood in the United States and glimpse exclusive homes.

Day 2 I LOS ANGELES I SANTA BARBARA I SAN SIMEON,
CA (232MI) Depart Los Angeles this morning and drive toward

San Francisco
2

Day 1 I LOS ANGELES, CA Arrive at Los Angeles International

3

Day 3 I SAN SIMEON I MONTEREY I SAN FRANCISCO, CA (213MI
2 San Diego

Arizona

Depart San Simeon this morning for the luxurious drive up the Pacific
Coast toward Monterey. After being swept away by the stunning
Pacific coast views, spend the afternoon enjoying Monterey. Settled
in 1770 as one of the first European outposts on the west coast,
many of the early American Colonial buildings still stand. Monterey

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

eventually became the sardine capital of the Western Hemisphere
when the first packing plant was built in 1900. Today, the old
sardine factories have been converted into quaint restaurants and
boutique shops. This area called “Cannery Row” was made famous
by the author John Steinbeck and still remains an amusing place to
explore. During your included whale watching cruise, you will have a
unique opportunity to view the diverse inhabitants of the Monterey
Bay. Depending on when you choose to cruise, you’ll have the chance
to observe marine mammals such as the Gray Whale, Humpback
Whale, Blue Whale, Fin Whale, Minke Whale, Beaked Whales, Orca
(Killer Whale), Bottlenose Dolphin, Northern Right Whale Dolphin,
Pacific White-sided Dolphin, Risso’s Dolphin, Harbor Porpoise, Dall’s
Porpoise, California Sea Lion, Pacific Harbor Seal, and Southern
Sea Otter. After the cruise, consider taking the scenic and famous
17-Mile drive up the coast. Stop at the famous Pebble Beach and
enjoy the sights of luxury mansions along the coast before driving to
San Francisco.

Day 4 I SAN FRANCISCO, CA San Francisco is home of majestic

wine country and the Golden Gate Bridge. Rows of elegant houses,
the famous cable cars, clusters of ethnic neighborhoods, and the
colorful waterfront all add to the distinctive international flavor of
the city. Start the day with a visit of Alcatraz. Once home to some
of America’s most notorious criminals, the federal penitentiary that
operated here from 1934 to 1963 brought a dark mystique to the
Rock. The presence of infamous inmates like Al “Scarface” Capone,
and the “Birdman” Robert Stroud helped to establish the island’s
notoriety. To this day, Alcatraz is best known as one of the world’s
most legendary prisons. Many people, though, are unaware of the
wealth of other stories to be learned on the island. Alcatraz is now
home to rare flowers and plants, marine wildlife, and thousands of
roosting and nesting sea birds. In the afternoon, head to Fisherman’s
Wharf, where you will be fitted with a bike your fun-filled bike tour.
Follow the guide along the San Francisco waterfront past Aquatic
Park, Fort Mason, the Marina, and the Presidio, before crossing the
Golden Gate Bridge. The tour ends in Sausalito where you will be
able to enjoy the shops, the many art galleries, and the delicious
food. This evening, dine in one of San Francisco’s many distinctive
neighborhoods. From Chinatown to the very Italian flavored North
Beach, each offers its own distinctive culture and cuisine.

Family Fun on the Beach

Day 5 I SAN FRANCISCO I YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CA
(167MI) Depart the bustle of San Francisco and drive toward the

natural beauty of Yosemite National Park for an exciting 2-night
camping adventure. At Yosemite Village, you can visit the Valley
Visitor Center and see its orientation film, publications, theater
programs, and exhibits highlighting the natural and human history.
Self-guiding trails are nearby. Elsewhere in Yosemite Valley, you can
gaze up at the waterfalls, visit Mirror Lake/Meadow in the East Valley
and the famous “Tunnel View” of Yosemite Valley at Wawona Tunnel.

Day 6 I YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CA Start your day with a
Yosemite Valley Floor tour. On this two-hour tour, Rangers introduce
some of Yosemite’s most famous sightseeing points in Yosemite
Valley and describe the history, geology, plant and animal life of the
region. Open-air trams operate from late Spring through early Fall.
Late October through April, ride in an enclosed and heated motor
coach with large windows allowing unimpeded views of Yosemite’s
famous sights. Bring your camera along for postcard-perfect pictures.
Day 7 I YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK I SEQUOIA & KINGS CANYON
NATIONAL PARK I BAKERSFIELD, CA (239MI) Depart early and

Bottlenose Dolphin at SeaWorld, San Diego

leave Yosemite behind to travel southbound to Ridgecrest. Along
the way, visit on own Sequoia & Kings Canyon National Parks.
These twin parks hold monuments to nature’s size, beauty, and
diversity. Immense mountains, rugged foothills, deep canyons, vast
caverns and the world’s largest trees all reside here making it a very
unique place. Located in the foothills and mountains of the south
central section of the Sierra Nevada range, Sequoia is famous for
big things--some of the largest trees in the world and some of the
highest mountains in the U.S., including Mt. Whitney, at 14,495 ft.
Visit the tallest sequoia, 275-foot-tall General Sherman, which has a
trunk that weighs 1,385 tons and a circumference of nearly 103 feet
before continuing your journey to Bakersfield.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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KIDS GO CALIFORNIA

Visit of Alcatraz, San Francisco

Day 8 I BAKERSFIELD I PALM SPRINGS I SAN DIEGO, CA (357MI

Depart Bakersfield and set for San Diego. If your schedule permits,
you could stop in Palm Springs, just west of Joshua Tree National
Park. Here date palms grow wild and natural springs have attracted
visitors for years. Now known for its golf and upscale lifestyle, tourists
and celebrity visitors enjoy the luxurious amenities. Take a ride on
the Aerial Tramway, a popular attraction that takes you from the
desert to snow-capped mountains. This cable car ride ascends Mt.
San Jacinto. At the top, there are hiking trails, mule rides, a cocktail
bar and a restaurant. Continue to San Diego for a two-night stay.

Family visit at Yosemite National Park
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Day 9 I SAN DIEGO, CA This morning, visit SeaWorld® Adventure
Park San Diego, a world-class attraction featuring a variety of
spectacular sights and activities. See Shamu the killer whale, ride
the waves of Shipwreck Rapids, and see manatees, polar bears and
dolphins. A variety of animal-themed shows are featured and it’s
even possible to take a behind the scenes tour. In the afternoon,
make a splash on the SEAL! Experience San Diego as it was meant to
be experienced: by land and by sea. The new “Hydra Terras” provide
you with the unique ability to see America’s Finest City on San Diego’s
only amphibious sightseeing tour. This 90-minute fully-narrated
journey departs from Seaport Village located on Harbor Drive at the
Embarcadero. As you travel along the beautiful Big Bay by land, you
will learn about the early fishing industry, the people as well as the
history of this 14-mile long working bay. The tour on land takes you
past the San Diego International Airport dedicated to aviator Charles
Lindbergh, just one of the many people you will hear about on your
tour. Then, you will splash down into San Diego Bay off Shelter Island,
where you begin your water-tour segment of the journey. As the SEAL
travels through the north end of the Big Bay, keep your eyes peeled
for a chance encounter with a California Brown Pelican, the majestic
Blue Heron, or perhaps a Sea Lion or two.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 10 I SAN DIEGO I ANAHEIM, CA (97MI) This morning, before

departing to Anaheim, visit on own Old Town San Diego State Historic
Park to experience the history of early San Diego (1821-1872). Even
today, life moves more slowly in this part of San Diego, where the
hustle theme and bustle are with history and fiestas. Visitors are
offered a glimpse into yesteryear, as converging cultures transformed
San Diego from a Mexican pueblo to an American settlement. In the
afternoon, continue on to Anaheim. The many parks, attractions and
activities in and around the Anaheim area make this the perfect
setting for a kid-friendly holiday.

Day 11 I ANAHEIM, CA Today you can choose to explore magical

new worlds, view expansive movie backlots, or get up close and
personal with the wildest of animals. Visit the “happiest place on
earth”, Walt Disney’s Disneyland. This family theme park continues
to innovate and entertain with new rides and shows. It consists
of two parks, Disneyland Park, an enchanted kingdom of fantasy
and imagination, and California Adventure Park, a theme park
that celebrates the Golden State in style from the bright lights of
Hollywood to the classic piers that dot the California coast. You can
also head down to the beach for whale and dolphin watching or take
an Orange County wildlife and beach tour. If the outdoors is more
your style, carve your own path and head out to the many hiking trails
that run throughout. Visit Downtown Disney for dining and shopping
in the evening.

Day 12 I ANAHEIM, CA Today, get ready for the ultimate Hollywood

experience at the Entertainment Capital of Los Angeles: Universal
Studios Hollywood. Highlights include: Studio Tour, Transformers,
The Ride 3-D, The Simpsons Ride, Waterworld, Shrek 4-D, Special
Effects Show, Revenge of the Mummy - The Ride, Jurassic Park - The
Ride, Universal’s Animal Actors, Despicable Me Minion Mayhem.

Day 13 I ANAHEIM I LOS ANGELES, CA Return flight home or
extend your stay.

Mother showing to the Santa Barbara castle

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 12 nights
• 13-day car rental
• Whale watching cruise in Monterey
• Alcatraz Island cruise & tour
• Bike the Golden Gate tour
• Yosemite Valley Floor tour
• SeaWorld Adventure Park admission
• San Diego Seal Harbor tour
• Universal Studios Hollywood admission
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Nts. 		Hotel			
Los Angeles
1 		 Best Western Plus South Bay
San Simeon
1 		 Cavalier Oceanfront Resort
San Francisco
2 		 Hotel Fusion
Yosemite National Park 2 		 Curry Village
Bakersfield
1 		 Hampton Inn & Suites
San Diego
2 		 Best Western Plus Bayside Inn
Anaheim
3 		 Sheraton Park Hotel at the
		
Anaheim Resort

Family visit at Yosemite National Park

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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FLORIDA FOR FAMILIES
9 Days

FROM

$1,413

Seagulls in Sarasota

(2) Miami • (3) Orlando • (3) Sarasota

Day 1 I MIAMI, FL Arrive at Miami International Airport and proceed
to your hotel. Miami is an international city rich with multi-ethnic
culture reflecting in its cuisine and architecture. The beaches are a
great way to relax as you absorb the pastel buildings and turquoise
waters. Enjoy a day at leisure. In the evening, visit South Beach’s
Lincoln Road, a pedestrian-friendly outdoor Mall home to over 175
specialty shops, cafes, restaurants and galleries. For a special
treat visit Ghirardelli Chocolatiers where you will be greeted at the
door with a sample of their delectable chocolate; aside from the
overwhelming aroma of sweets in the air, the sheer size of the store
is enough to impress even the premier chocolate connoisseur. Try
one their delicious shakes, malts, ice creams or baked goods.

Florida

Tampa

3
Orlando

Kennedy Space
Center

Sarasota 3
Fort Lauderdale

2 Miami

Day 2 I MIAMI, FL Warm breezes, swaying palm trees, and the

sound of the waves washing ashore act as a backdrop for pastel
colored, Art Deco buildings making Miami’s South Beach a stunning
and often intoxicatingly beautiful place. Today, enjoy a sightseeing
tour of the Everglades, the largest remaining swamp land in the
world. Here, you will experience the thrilling sensation of an airboat
ride, witness the serene beauty of its untamed wilderness, and see
alligators, turtles, rare birds and all sorts of plant and animal life.
Everglades is the only park that guarantees an alligator sighting,
because of its unique Alligator Farm. In the evening, visit Bayside
Marketplace and its specialty shops and outdoor entertainment.

Day 3 I MIAMI I FORT LAUDERDALE I KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
I ORLANDO, FL (280MI) Depart Miami and drive north toward

# - No. of overnight stays
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Fort Lauderdale, known as the “Venice of America” because of the
intricate canal system. The arts and entertainment district of Fort
Lauderdale runs along the Riverfront and Las Olas Boulevard. Here
you will find quaint shops, cafes and galleries. After a brief stop,

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

continue on to Kennedy Space Center, the site of the American
Space Program and NASA headquarters, and where all Apollo moon
missions were launched and all Space Shuttles lift off. Experience
interactive simulators, live shows and close encounters with massive
rockets before resuming your journey to Orlando.

Day 4 I ORLANDO, FL Time to go visit Mickey Mouse and his friends

in the Magic Kingdom® Park, where the fantasies of Walt Disney
become reality with attractions for the young, and the young at heart.
See Cinderella Castle at the top of Main Street, USA which shows
America as it was nearly a hundred years ago, visit Adventureland,
Frontierland, Liberty Square, Tomorrowland, The Haunted Mansion.
Experience the thrill of riding Space Mountain, and make sure to
visit Mickey’s Toontown Fair to meet Mickey and the gang in person.
After a full day of excitement, enjoy the spectacular fireworks show
featuring favorite Disney characters and a stunning music and lights
display.

Day 5 I ORLANDO, FL Today, feel like a movie star as you visit the
Universal Studios® Florida. Check out the Wizarding World of Harry
Potter® and visit Gringotts at Diagon Alley®, or take a ride on the
Hogwarts Express. Join the agents from “Men in Black Alien Attack”
and zap aliens as you chase them through the streets of New York.
Plunge into darkness on Revenge of the Mummy® a psychological
thrill ride that combines special effects and speed. See Shrek 4-D an
original 3-D film, with an added dimension where you will see, hear
and feel the action right from your seat. Fly with E.T. on a star-bound
bike as you help him save his home planet. You’ll find something
that appeal to kids of all ages at the place where you become part
of the movies!
Day 6 I ORLANDO I TAMPA I SARASOTA, FL ( 144MI) Today, after
departing Orlando, you will head toward Sarasota via Tampa, to visit
Busch Gardens Amusement Park. This family adventure park offers
a unique blend of thrilling rides, one of the country’s premier zoos
featuring more than 2,700 animals, live shows, restaurants and
shops. Continue to Sarasota, on the Gulf of Mexico. The many tiny
islands that surround Sarasota offer a variety of spectacular views.
Day 7 I SARASOTA, FL Today, join a marine biologist as you explore

the Gulf of Mexico on a Sea Life Encounter cruise. Observe Florida’s
manatees and resident population of bottlenose dolphins while
learning about the ecology, history, and folklore of the area. Rest of
the day to get acquainted with Sarasota, home to some of the most
spectacular sandy beaches on the Gulf Coast. While it maintains
its charm as a sleepy beach town, it boasts great family-oriented
attractions. All sorts of water related activities are offered beachside; canoeing, kayaking, paddle boating, jet skiing and snorkeling
are just but a few of them.

Day 8 I SARASOTA, FL This morning, visit Sarasota Jungle Gardens,
a former banana plantation that was redesigned as a botanic and
zoological garden. With over 70 exotic and native animals, and a
variety of tropical plants and flowers from around the world, there
is a lot to see and do. Among the favorite attractions is the flamingo
lagoon, the butterfly museum and the children’s farm.

Illuminated Cindererella’s Castle at Magic Kingdom Park, Orlando

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 8 nights
• 9-day car rental
• Everglades Safari tour
• Kennedy Space Center admission
• Walt Disney Magic Kingdom Park admission
• Universal Studios Florida admission
• Busch Gardens Amusement Park admission
• Sea Life encounter 2-hours cruise
• Sarasota Jungle Gardens admission
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

Day 9 I SARASOTA, FL Return flight home or extend your stay

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Nts. 		Hotel			
Miami
2 		 Dorchester South Beach
Orlando
3 		 Holiday Inn Resort Orlando Lake
		
Buena Vista
Sarasota
3 		 Hotel Fusion

Airboat Ride at Everglages National Park

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Romance & Honeymoon Collection

ROMANCE & HONEYMOON COLLECTION

Come enjoy the ultimate in romance travel with Central Holidays, on
a special escape, meticulously planned by our travel and destination
experts. Our unparalleled couples vacation cater to the romantic as well
as the experiential and thrill looking! These amazing vacations combine
once-in-a-lifetime experiences, superb food and wine, unique and active
excursions, time for relaxation, and much more!
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For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Romance & Honeymoon Collection

MAUI, A ROMANTIC BEACH PARADISE
7 Days

FROM

$6,610

Kaanapali Beach, Maui

(6) Maui

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•They know how to do honeymoons on Maui, the
perfect destination for those who prefer a more
beachy place with less of a big-city vibe.

Lahaina

Maui

6

Kula
Turtle Town

Haleakala NP

•Maui offers a romantic, but relaxed feel and has
consistently been voted as one of the world’s most
beautiful islands.

Hana

•Formed by two volcanoes, Maui is the ultimate
spot for endless (adventure) activities: turtle and
whale watching during certain times of the year,
gorgeous black and white sand beaches, and
rainforests with waterfalls.
•Home to Hawaii’s former capital, Maui also has
a lot of culture, history, and authentic paniolo
(cowboy) lifestyle to offer. There are enough
culinary options at a new restaurant every night.
•Indulge in the flavors of the local farm-to-table
cuisine and freshly caught fish from the sea.

# - No. of overnight stays
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For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I MAUI, HI Start your Maui vacation with a traditional
Hawaiian lei greeting upon arrival to the Kahului Airport. Transfer to
your hotel. Known as “The Valley Isle,” Maui is the second largest
Hawaiian island. Known for its world-famous beaches, the sacred Iao
Valley, views of migrating humpback whales (during winter months),
farm-to-table cuisine and the magnificent sunrise and sunset from
Haleakala, it is not surprising that Maui has been consistently voted
as one of the world’s most beautiful islands.
Day 2 I MAUI, HI Enjoy your resort’s amenities and surroundings

during the day. In the evening, consider a visit of the idyllic town of
Lahaina, the former Hawaiian capital offering historic architecture
combined with modern-day charms. Enjoy dinner on own with the
catch of the day at one of the local restaurants. (B)

Day 3 I MAUI I HANA I MAUI, HI Today enjoy a visit of Hana. During
the approximately 2.5 hours ride you will have an opportunity to enjoy
plenty of sights along the way: cascading waterfalls, the Garden of
Eden Arboretum, Wai’anapanapa State Park with volcanic black
sand beaches, and finally Hana Town. Stroll through this traditional
Hawaiian village and enjoy a local lunch at one of the restaurants
before heading back to your hotel. (B, L)
Day 4 I MAUI I TURTLE TOWN I MAUI, HI Today, enjoy a visit of

Turtle Town, one of the most popular and recommended snorkeling
destinations in all of Maui. Located conveniently along Maui’s south
shore, Turtle Town is a wonderful place to witness a wide variety
of marine life, some of which is endemic to Hawaiian waters and
found nowhere else on Earth. Enjoy one of the many activities before
heading back to your hotel. In the late afternoon, a Maui Sunset
Luau Dinner Cruise guarantees not only a luau feast with tropical
cocktails and dinner, but also panoramic views of Maui’s coastline
and the outer islands of Lanai and Molokai. (B, D)

Day 5 I MAUI I KULA I MAUI, HI Today experience the island’s
authentic paniolo (cowboy) culture on one of the ranches in
Upcountry. After your horseback ride along waterfalls and rainforests,
we will drive to the area of Kula to visit one of its organic farms. The
serene farmland with vibrant colors is where Maui’s local produce
like herbs, coffee, and flowers is grown. Afterwards, we head further
up Haleakala Highway to Maui’s only winery at Ulupalakua Ranch
where we will enjoy a wine tasting with panoramic views. (B)
Day 6 I MAUI, HI Days at leisure to unwind and relax at your resort’s
spa and to enjoy exclusive treatments. You might want to lace up
your hiking boots and venture 10,000 feet up to Mt. Haleakala
Crater, one of the two volcanoes forming Maui, or to Haleakala
National Park, which offers birds-eye views of the Maui central valley
and its unique flora and fauna. (B)

Day 7 I MAUI, HI Transfer to the airport for your return flight home,
or extend your stay.
Maui

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 6 nights
• Daily breakfast
• Private full-day excursion to Hana, including transportation and lunch
• Private half-day excursion to Turtle Town, including transportation
• Maui Sunset Luau Dinner Cruise
• Private full-day excursion to a ranch and organic farm, including
horseback riding and wine tasting
• Private transfer from airport to hotel
• Private transfer from hotel to airport
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees
Stand Up Paddling in Maui

From price is per person, double occupancy, and based on the following hotel:
Maui: Hotel Wailea, Relais & Châteaux
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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QUAINT NEW ENGLAND TOWNS
13 Days

FROM

$1,918

Portland Head Light, Maine

(2) Boston • (1) Kennebunkport • (1) Rockland
(1) Bar Harbor • (1) Gorham • (1) North Conway
(2) Arlington • (1) Stockbridge • (1) Mystic • (1) Hyannis

Maine
Gorham

1

1

North Conway 1

2

MA

Stockbridge 1

# - No. of overnight stays
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Bar Harbor

Rockland

NH

Arlington

Pennsylvania

On this tour you will discover the best New
England has to offer. From Boston, Massachusetts,
you will travel north to Maine, continue west to
North Hampshire and Vermont, to go south to
Connecticut and end back in Boston.

1 Kennebunkport

VT

New York

1

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

CT

2 Boston
1 Hyannis

1 Mystic

NJ

Autumn in Stockbridge, Massachusetts

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I BOSTON, MA Although many visitors know about Boston’s
rich history and its role in the Revolutionary War, they may not be
aware of the city’s world-class museums, numerous universities
and abundant shopping opportunities. Begin your exploration of the
city on The Freedom Trail with its 16 historic stops, including the
famous Old North Church and the Paul Revere House. Spend the
afternoon enjoying the Museum of Fine Arts’ extensive collection
or the eye-opening exhibits at the Museum of Science. For a more
intimate experience, visit the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum or
the Nichols House Museum. Walk across the Charles River on the
Longfellow Bridge or take the “T” (subway) to Cambridge to explore
the ivy-trimmed campus of Harvard University and nearby cafés and
bookstores. Shoppers will enjoy areas such as Newbury Street in
the Back Bay (high-end boutiques in restored brownstone houses),
Copley Place (a two-level mall with top brand-name stores) and the
famous Faneuil Hall Marketplace (100-plus shops and pushcarts
as well as 50 restaurants, pubs and food vendors). Sports fans
should plan to watch a Boston Red Sox baseball game (April through
October) and take a tour of Fenway Park, the oldest Major League
Baseball park in the country. If the weather is nice, stroll through the
Boston Common and take a ride on one of the famous Swan Boats
in the Public Garden.
Day 2 I BOSTON I SALEM I KENNEBUNKPORT, ME (98MI) Head
north along the scenic New England coast through Massachusetts.
Infamous for the Salem Witch Trials of 1692, Salem is a colorful city
with a rich maritime heritage, Victorian architecture and fascinating
stories that span nearly 400 years. Continue through Manchester-ByThe-Sea, Massachusetts (made famous by the award- winning 2016
movie of the same name) and historic Rockport, Massachusetts, an
inspiration to painters since legendary American painter Winslow
Homer spent two summers in this area (1873 and 1880). After
exploring charming Rockport, head to Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Settled in 1623, Portsmouth’s historic past and cultural strengths
make it an attractive destination. It’s also a gateway to New
Castle, one of New Hampshire’s smallest towns and home of the
Fort Constitution Historic Site. After exploring the fort, depart for
Maine, where your first stop is Ogunquit, named by the Abenaki
tribe, meaning “beautiful place by the sea”. Enjoy the vintage feel
of this charming place, stroll among quaint buildings or explore the
Marginal Way ocean path. The final stop today is Kennebunkport,
Maine, located along the Atlantic Ocean and Kennebunk River.
Settled in the 1600s and a long-time ship building center, the city’s
resident sea captains built fine mansions here; some of these
original homes are now lovely inns.

Covered Bridge in Woodstock, Vermont

Day 3 I KENNEBUNKPORT I PORTLAND I CAMDEN I ROCKLAND,
ME (117MI) Today’s first stop is Old Orchard Beach. Here, you can

enjoy seven miles of sandy beach and Old Orchard Beach Pier,
stretching more than 500 feet over the Atlantic Ocean. Continue
north to the historic seacoast city of Portland with its funky galleries,
one-of-a-kind shops, diverse restaurants and many lighthouses, with
Portland Head Light being one of the most photographed in the
USA. Here, take some time to explore the Arts District and Old Port
historic district. As you continue through the mid- coast region of
Maine, past quaint New England cottages and quiet coves, be sure
to stop at Pemaquid Point Lighthouse in Bristol. The lighthouse itself
is beautiful and the unusual rock formations bordering the structure
make this a fabulous photo spot as well. Rockland, known as the
“Gateway to Penobscot Bay”, is a classic working harbor town and
home to galleries, craft shops, fine dining and the Maine Lighthouse
Museum with its fine collection. The final stop today is in Camden,
where locals say “the mountains meet the sea”. A culinary mecca,
Camden features charming little streets, huge schooners and locally
owned art galleries. Overnight in the nearby town of Rockland.

Day 4 I ROCKLAND I BAR HARBOR, ME (76MI) Follow the scenic

shoreline of Penobscot Bay to Lincolnville in the heart of the Maine
coast. This off-the-beaten- path place is a perfect spot to enjoy
breathtaking views of the bay. Next, visit the picturesque town of
Blue Hill to enjoy a laid- back and charming getaway. In addition to
its historical architecture and shipbuilding roots, Blue Hill is also a
gateway to Acadia National Park. Today’s final stop is Bar Harbor
on Mount Desert Island, featuring elegant Victorian architecture,
and situated between the blue waters of Frenchman Bay and the
woodlands of Acadia National Park.

Kayaking on the Saco River in Conway, New Hampshire

Day 5 I BAR HARBOR I BETHEL I GORHAM, NH (185MI) Before
travelling inland, take the morning to explore Acadia National Park,
known for its rugged beauty. Expect to see glorious mountains and
abundant wildlife and hear the thunder of crashing waves. Steep
slopes rise above the rocky shore, including Cadillac Mountain,
which at 1,529 feet is the highest peak on the U.S. Atlantic Coast.
Travel east to Bethel, one of Maine’s popular mountain villages, and
a hub of outdoor activities from skiing in winter to hiking and biking
in summer. The walkable city center has everything visitors need.
Stay the night in Gorham.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts

Day 6 I GORHAM I NORTH CONWAY, NH (44MI) Take a full day

to explore the White Mountains of New Hampshire. First, travel to
Gorham and join Highway 15 (Three Rivers Scenic Drive) which will
take you past Mount Washington and the mountain pass known as
Pinkham Notch. Adventurous visitors will want to stop to take the
cog railway or drive to the summit of Mount Washington – known
as “the home of the world’s worst weather”. Here, you can visit the
weather station and Extreme Mount Washington museum. Outdoors
lovers won’t want to miss Pinkham Notch, a stunning natural
landmark created by glaciers, erosion and rivers, and separating
three mountain ranges. Take the opportunity to hike trails that
accommodate all skill levels or relax on a Gondola ride and enjoy
the views in Wildcat Mountain Ski Area. The journey ends in North
Conway in the heart of Mt. Washington Valley, home to nearly 100
stores, fine art galleries, locally made crafts, restaurants, pubs and
live entertainment.

Day 7 I NORTH CONWAY I HANOVER I ARLINGTON, VT (173MI)

From North Conway explore more of the White Mountains, taking
the scenic Kancamagus Highway, and planning a photo op at Albany
Covered Bridge along the way. Next, stop at Flume Bridge, a covered
bridge open to cars, on your way to spectacular Franconia Notch
State Park with its many trails, aerial tramway, wildlife watching
and other recreational activities. Journey through Hanover, New
Hampshire, home to Dartmouth College, and on to Woodstock,
Vermont, which is full of quintessential New England charm, with a
village green, covered bridge and historic architecture. Continue to
Arlington in the Green Mountains for a two-night stay.

Day 8 I GREEN MOUNTAINS, VT Today, explore Vermont’s Green

Acadia National Park
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Mountains National Forest, beautiful in all seasons. Autumn is the
most colorful time of year here, due to the brilliance of the changing
foliage, but this area has something for outdoor enthusiasts yearround. A nice town to visit today is Manchester, in the heart of the
Green Mountains.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 9 I ARLINGTON I STOCKBRIDGE, MA (76MI) Enjoy pastoral
views as you travel along Route 7a through Manchester and
Bennington, Vermont, where you should stop to photograph
the beautiful covered bridges before arriving in North Adams,
Massachusetts for lunch. Here, you enter the Berkshires, a rural
region in the mountains of western Massachusetts dotted with
villages and towns. Continue to Stockbridge, home to the Norman
Rockwell Museum, well worth a visit for its extensive collection of the
beloved American illustrator’s original works.
Day 10 I STOCKBRIDGE I SAYBROOK I MYSTIC, CT (119MI) From
Stockbridge, travel south to the Connecticut coast and Westport. The
waterfront has a row of attractive red brick buildings, and the area
enjoys some of the prettiest scenery in the state, making this a good
stop for a picnic or a stroll through town. Further along the coast, stop
at Old Saybrook, famous for being the home of Katharine Hepburn
and now home to The Katharine Hepburn Cultural Arts Center.
Filled with impressive architecture and many remarkable buildings
including historic manor houses and the Saybrook Breakwater
Lighthouse, this is a perfect stop for lunch. Continue on to Mystic,
an attractive seaside village with a rich heritage. Originally one of the
area’s most important seaports, its history has been preserved at
the Mystic Seaport, one of the country’s largest maritime museums.
Visit Main Street, many delicious seafood restaurants, quaint shops
and the famous Mystic Pizza restaurant, made famous in the 1988
movie.
Day 11 I MYSTIC I HYANNIS, MA (109MI) Take Highway 1 to
Narragansett, Rhode Island, known for its sandy beaches, and
then take Highway 1a along the coast and across the Jamestown
Bridge to Newport, one of the USA’s original playgrounds for the
rich and famous. Newport retains a luxurious charm and many of
its Gilded Age mansions are open to the public for tours. If you are
tennis fan, also check out the International Tennis Hall of Fame in
Newport. Next, drive to charming Cape Cod, where your day’s journey
ends. The beach towns of Cape Cod could easily entertain visitors
for several weeks or more. Do some research before your trip to
determine what community best suits your style, from the bustle and
fun of Falmouth on the Lower Cape, to the flower adorned cottages
of Orleans and the dune-swept beaches of Eastham and Truro on the
Outer Cape. Busy Provincetown, an LGBT-friendly city at the tip of the
Outer Cape, offers eclectic shops, galleries and restaurants, as well
as natural beaches and stellar whale watching. The Cape’s scenic
out islands – Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket – can be reached via
ferry or small plane. Summer is high season on Cape Cod, and the
shoulder seasons of spring and autumn offer quieter experiences.

Old Orchard Beach, Maine

Day 12 I HYANNIS I BOSTON, MA (71MI) After your visit to Cape
Cod, drive to Plymouth, “America’s hometown”, where the Pilgrims
landed in 1620 in search of a home and religious freedom. Plymouth
Plantation is a must-visit – a fascinating, interactive view of the life
of the early American colonists in a harsh land. Depart Plymouth and
continue to Boston, where your journey will end.
Day 13 I BOSTON, MA Return flight home or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 12 nights
• 13-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Boston
Kennebunkport
Rockland
Bar Harbor
Gorham
North Conway
Arlington
Stockbridge
Mystic
Hyannis

Paul Revere Statue and Old North Church, Boston

Nts. 		Hotel			
2 		 Midtown Hotel
1 		 Nonantum Resort
1 		 250 Main Hotel
1 		 Bluenose Inn
1 		 Town & Country Inn and Resort
1 		 Merrill Farm Inn
2 		 West Mountain Inn
1 		 Red Lion Inn Stockbridge
1 		 Inn at Mystic
1 		 Hyannis Harbor Hotel

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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RHYTHMS OF THE RIVER
10 Days

FROM

$1,988

Mississippi Blues Trail

(1) Chicago • (1) Springfield, MO • (1) St. Louis • (2) Nashville
(1) Memphis • (1) Greenville • (1) Natchez • (1) New Orleans

On this tour you will set out on a musical journey
from north to south. You will basically follow the
Mississippi River from Chicago down to New
Orleans, discovering the history and influence of
all the important American music genres.

Chicago 1

Iowa

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Illinois
Missouri

Kansas

1 Springﬁeld

St. Louis 1
2 Nashville

Oklahoma

Greenville

Texas

1

Arkansas

Louisiana

Tennessee

Memphis

1

Mississippi

Alabma

1 Natchez

Baton Rouge

1 New Orleans

# - No. of overnight stays
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St Louis, Missouri

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I CHICAGO, IL Start with a visit to some of Chicago’s iconic

attractions such as the Cloud Gate sculpture, also known as “The
Bean”, at Millennium Park, the Ledge glass balcony at Skydeck
Chicago off the 103rd floor of Willis Tower, and the new Centennial
Wheel at Navy Pier. Interactive, educational museums abound in
Chicago, from The Field Museum and Shedd Aquarium to the Art
Institute of Chicago. Rock out at the annual Chicago Blues Festival
or at clubs such as Buddy Guy’s Legends – no matter your musical
taste, you’ll find it live in Chicago every night of the week. In Chicago,
you’ll be able to choose from more than 200 live music venues and
clubs – with everything from intimate musical experiences to major
concert venues and historic music halls. Enjoy a deep-dish pizza, or
enjoy a Chicago hot dog at locations throughout the city. Delve into
Chicago’s thriving craft brewery scene with a tour and a pint at a
neighborhood brewery.

Day 2 I CHICAGO I SPRINGFIELD, IL (202MI) From Chicago, head

out on historic Route 66 for a true slice of Americana. The famous
road, which winds from Chicago to Los Angeles, traverses nearly 300
miles in Illinois and is dotted with homey cafés, quirky shops and
unique roadside attractions. Snap a photo in front of the towering
Railsplitter Covered Wagon in Lincoln or the huge pink elephant
near the Pink Elephant Antique Mall in Livingston. Explore Route 66
memorabilia at the Route 66 Association of Illinois Hall of Fame and
Museum in Pontiac. From here, drive about two hours south to learn
about Abraham Lincoln’s life in Springfield at the Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library Museum, the Old State Capitol and the Lincoln
Home National Historic Site.

Day 3 I SPRINGFIELD I ST. LOUIS, MO (114MI) Enjoy a root
beer float or a giant banana split at Doc’s Soda Fountain in Girard,
Illinois on Route 66 on the way to St. Louis, where you can visit
the Gateway Arch, the tallest man-made monument in the USA.
The arch has welcomed visitors for 50 years with its iconic shape.
The vision of renowned architect Eero Saarinen, the Gateway Arch
commemorates Thomas Jefferson’s vision and St. Louis’ role in the
westward expansion of the United States. St. Louis is also renowned
for its diverse music scene. Visit the Soulard neighborhood for
stellar live music, enjoy a delicious meal and music at a trendy
suburban bistro, or spend an evening exploring the Loop, with its
music clubs, ethnic restaurants and unique boutiques. Take time to
visit Blueberry Hill (where Chuck Berry played regularly) or The Beale
on Broadway to see live Blues, Soul and R&B, and do not miss the
National Blues Museum.

Clarksdale, Mississippi

Day 4 I ST. LOUIS I NASHVILLE, TN (324MI) No music tour would
be complete without a visit to Nashville, Tennessee, home to Country
music. At the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum, recordings,
touch screens and memorabilia trace Country music from its roots
to the present. The museum also offers tours of RCA Studio B, where
artists such as Dolly Parton recorded songs. The Grand Ole Opry is
the place to see today’s Country music stars perform. Extend your
stay in Nashville to see all the city has to offer.

Delicious Chicago Deep Dish Pizza

Day 5 I NASHVILLE, TN Prepare for a second day in Nashville. For
a variety of music genres, catch a concert at the Ryman Auditorium,
the historic church building that was once the home of the Opry.
Nearby, new art flows regularly into the First Center for the Visual
Arts - its Art Deco architecture is worth a stop for its own sake.
Hungry? Find a meat-and- three restaurant, where you’ll select one
meat and three side dishes from a list of homespun choices (try
golden- fried chicken, creamy mashed potatoes, corn, and collard
greens accented with pork).
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Memphis

Day 6 I NASHVILLE I MEMPHIS, TN (222MI) Head back to the Great
River Road and the Mississippi River toward Memphis, Tennessee. In
this pilgrimage city for music- lovers, tour Sun Studio to stand where
Blues and Rock legends such as B.B. King and Elvis Presley recorded
some of their earliest hits. For an intimate look at Presley’s life, tour
his Graceland estate. At the Stax Museum of American Soul Music,
the rhythm shifts to Soul and Gospel. View memorabilia from Stax
artists including Otis Redding and Isaac Hayes, whose gold- plated
Cadillac is displayed. For a sampling of Memphis’ contemporary
sounds, walk Beale Street, where live music seems to drift from
every open door. The aroma of barbecue fills the air, too. Savor local
specialties that include dry-rubbed ribs and smoked pulled-pork
sandwiches.
Day 7 I MEMPHIS I GREENVILLE, MS (150MI) Follow the Mississippi

Blues Trail to Clarksdale, Mississippi, located at the intersection of
highways 61 and 49, known as the crossroads’. Clarksdale and the
surrounding Delta region are known as the land where the blues
began, making this the perfect home to the Delta Blues Museum.
Continue Greenville; the Heart and Soul of the Mississippi Delta.
Located right along the Mississippi River, Greenville is a historic city
with a vibrant community and rich cultural heritage. The Greenville
area offers a unique combination of history, heritage, cultural
attractions, superb dining and special events.

Day 8 I GREENVILLE I NATCHEZ, MS (156MI) En route to joining

the Natchez Trace Parkway, stop at Indianola, Mississippi. Visit the
B.B. King Museum to learn about the map who helped popularize
the Blues, a truly American art form. Join the Natchez Trace Parkway
as you continue your journey to Natchez, Mississippi, the oldest
settlement in Mississippi. The journey will take you past bygone
plantations and restored antebellum mansions. Take time to explore
some of these incredible homes that tell the stories of the South.

Chicago, Illinois
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Day 9 I NATCHEZ I BATON ROUGE I NEW ORLEANS, LA (177MI)

The last leg of your road trip will take you to New Orleans, Louisiana
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

where the mighty Mississippi River empties into the Gulf of Mexico.
Along the way, make a stop in Baton Rouge, Louisiana’s capital
city and the hub of all things Louisiana. Baton Rouge is the perfect
place to explore the eclectic culture of this amazing state. The city
has more than 300 years of history, much of which can be seen in
distinct architecture, tasted in delectable food, and learned through
its unique culture. After visiting Baton Rouge, head to New Orleans.
With its centuries-old cottages and elaborate, historic cemeteries,
the city is a photographer’s delight. Guided tours are an ideal way to
learn about this special place. Join a stroll through the historic French
Quarter or take a tour of New Orleans’ cemeteries, voodoo and
ghost lore. New Orleans is also a musical city. At Preservation Hall, a
rotating lineup of fabulous musicians plays traditional New Orleans
Jazz in the most intimate, acoustic environment. Queue up early for
standing-room-only space or plan to purchase one of the venue’s
limited seats. Elsewhere in the city, Frenchmen Street is a hub for
live music, lined with venues such as The Spotted Cat Music Club.
The cozy room packs as many as three bands nightly, spotlighting
various forms of Jazz. Cuisine and the cocktail culture are vital to
the New Orleans experience, too. From open-air cafés to fine-dining
restaurants, you’ll find countless interpretations of local signature
dishes, such as sugar-dusted beignets, aromatic jambalaya and
spiced, smoked Andouille sausage. Home to Jazz fest, Mardi Gras
and the New Orleans Jazz National Historical Park, a visit to New
Orleans is the perfect way to finish your journey.

Day 10 I NEW ORLEANS, LA Return flight home or extend your stay.

Preservation Hall in New Orleans, Music

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 9 nights
• 10-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Chicago
Springfield, MO

Nts. 		Hotel			
1 		 South Loop Hotel
1 		 President Abraham Lincoln
Springfield
St. Louis
1 		 Moonrise Hotel
Nashville
2 		 Guesthouse Inn & Suites
		
Nashville Music valley
Memphis
1 		 Crowne Plaza Memphis
Natchez
1 		 Hotel Vue
New Orleans
1 		 Holiday Inn New Orleans
		
Downtown Superdome

Downtown Nashville

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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ALASKA: AMERICA’S NATURAL
TREASURE
8 Days

FROM

$1,800

American Bald Eagle

(2) Anchorage • (1) Seward • (2) Denali • (2) Fairbanks

This program allows you to discover the natural
beauty of Alaska’s southeast. Arrive in the big
city of Anchorage and travel through Chugach
State Park to charming Seward. An unforgettable
journey through the Gulf of Alaska will propel you
toward Denali National Park. From here we journey
to “The Golden Heart of Alaska”, Fairbanks.

Alaska
Fairbanks
Denali Park

Anchorage

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

2

2

Denali

2

1

Seward

# - No. of overnight stays
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Yukon
Territory

Grizzly Bear

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I ANCHORAGE, AK The city of Anchorage sits on a high
bluff along the banks of Cook Inlet against the impressive Chugach
Mountains as a background. It is home to nearly half the state’s
population, and it boasts fine restaurants, high-rise hotels, a worldclass museum, a zoo, theater, art, and music. Still, Anchorage
remains tightly linked to the wilderness that surrounds it. Because of
its “biggest Alaskan city” status, it is often thought of as the capital
city…mistakenly of course.
Day 2 I ANCHORAGE, AK Just as in any big city, there are numerous
attractions to enjoy here. A trolley ride around Anchorage or city
tour will give you a glimpse of all that is available to see and do
here. You may want to experience nature at Chugach State Park
which lies largely within city limits and offers 500,000 acres of
accessible hiking, skiing, rafting, and climbing. Consider also a
visit to the Museum & Alaska Native Heritage Center to experience
Alaska’s Native cultures and expand your understanding of Alaska’s
Indigenous people.
Day 3 I ANCHORAGE – SEWARD, AK (127MI) Depart Anchorage
this morning as you make your way south through Chugach National
Forest to Seward, the “Gateway to Kenai Fjords National Park”.
This picturesque port city lies on the Kenai Peninsula at the end
of the Seward Highway, a designated National Scenic Byway. This
charming town offers visitors world-class ocean fishing, day cruises
into Kenai Fjords National Park, access to hiking trails, numerous
tours, and is home to the Alaska SeaLife Center. Enjoy a Kenaj Fiords
Cruise; there are several to choose from that range in duration and
departure times. Regardless, highlights will include much wildlife
viewing as the waters of Kenai Fjords are teaming with sea lions,
harbor seals, Dall porpoises, sea otters, humpback, killer and minke
whales.
Day 4 I SEWARD – DENALI, AK (362MI) Leave Seward behind and

head North to Denali. Denali is arguably one of the most wild, rugged,
and breathtakingly beautiful places on earth. Located in the heart of
Alaska’s magnificent interior, this park expands 6 million acres of
land bisected by only one road that extends 92 miles (not all open to
the public). Low-elevation taiga forests juxtapose high alpine tundra
and snowy mountains, crowning with North America’s tallest peak,
Mount McKinley at 20,320 feet. Wild animals large and small roam
the lands freely, living as they have for ages.

Day 5 I DENALI NATIONAL PARK, AK Denali National Park is best
experienced through various bus rides along the Denali Park Road
that take visitors to the different points of interest where private
vehicles are not allowed. The park also offers a variety of ranger
programs, special events, and visitor activities that can be found in
the pages of the park event calendar which is distributed to all area
accommodations. The most popular activities here include rafting,
hiking, and wildlife viewing.

Dog Sledding in Denali

Day 6 I DENALI – FAIRBANKS, AK (122MI) Depart Denali on the
long drive north to Fairbanks today. Fairbanks is Alaska’s second
most populous city and is called “The Golden Heart of Alaska,” a
reference describing the character of the town’s people, the location
in Alaska’s interior, and the discovery of gold in 1902. Because of its
location, just 188 miles south of the Arctic Circle, Fairbanks shortest
winter day enjoys less than three hours of sunlight, and the longest
summer day (around June 21) which never really ends, though
officially it has over 21 hours of sunlight. Take a cruise aboard the
Riverboat Discovery on the Chena River, or visit the museum at the
University to explore its gold mining history.
Day 7 I FAIRBANKS, AK A must do while here is taking a cruise
aboard the Riverboat Discovery on the Chena River. This authentic
sternwheeler takes you on a 3.5-hour tour narrated by Alaskan Native
guides. Visit the museum at the University to explore Fairbanks’
gold mining history, or the Antique Auto Museum with more than 75
exceptionally rare and beautiful antique cars on display. Summer
visitors should try to catch the three-day World Eskimo-Indian
Olympics in mid-July, when contestants from around the state
compete in the standard dance, art, and sports competitions, as well
as some unusual ones like ear-pulling, knuckle hop, high kick, and
the blanket toss.
Day 8 I FAIRBANKS, AK Return flight home or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 7 nights
• 8-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Nts. 		Hotel			
Anchorage
2 		Ramada Anchorage Downtown
Seward
1 		Harbor 360 Hotel
Denali
2 		McKinley Chalet Resort
Fairbanks
2 		Westmark Fairbanks Hotel &
		
Conference Center
Kayaking in Chugach National Forest

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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SOUTHERN BELLE
13 Days

FROM

$1,760

Savannah, Georgia

(2) Atlanta • (1) Nashville • (1) Memphis • (1) Vicksburg
(1) Natchez • (2) New Orleans • (1) Florida Panhandle
(1) Tallahassee • (1) Savannah • (1) Charleston

Virginia

Missouri

Kentucky

Tennessee

Vicksburg

Louisiana

1 Memphis
1

Experience good old southern charm and
hospitality. Travel from Atlanta through the southern
states of Georgia, South Carolina, Louisiana and
Mississippi. Hear the history of music in Memphis
and Nashville and enjoy southern traditions as they
can only be carried out in Savannah, Charleston
and New Orleans.

North Carolina

1 Nashville

Arkansas

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

South

2

Atlanta Carolina
1

Georgia

Mississippi

Charleston

Alabama
1 Natchez

Savannah 1
Florida Panhandle
1

New Orleans 2

1

Tallahassee

Florida

# - No. of overnight stays
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Biedenharn Coca-Cola Museum in Vicksburg, Mississippi

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I ATLANTA, GA Arrive at Atlanta International Airport and

proceed to your hotel. Enjoy your overnight stay in Atlanta, Georgia,
“The Peach State.” While it is the State’s capital, Atlanta still
welcomes visitors with the same southern hospitality of a small
town. It is a bustling big city with the past and present colliding.
Visit Atlanta neighborhoods like the quaint Midtown and luxurious
Buckhead; both are filled with interesting shops and restaurants.

Day 2 I ATLANTA I NASHVILLE, TN (250MI) Depart Atlanta this
morning and drive toward Nashville, better known as Music City,
USA. Nashville is the heart and soul of country music. Take the time
to visit the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum. It presents a
vast collection to illustrate the story of country music told through
two centuries. Enjoy historic country video clips and recorded music,
dynamic exhibits and state-of-the-art design. Also visit Historic RCA
Studio B, “The Home of 1,000 Hits.” Get an up-close look at what was
once the second home of music legends Elvis Presley, Chet Atkins,
Dolly Parton and more. Over 35,000 songs were recorded here. For
a slightly different side of Nashville, see the Parthenon, the world’s
only full-scale reproduction of the famous Greek temple. Nashville’s
Parthenon stands in Centennial Park and features both the city’s art
museum and Athena Parthenos. At almost 42 feet in height, Athena
Parthenos is the tallest indoor sculpture in the Western world. This
evening, consider a dinner cruise on a paddlewheel riverboat or a
dinner theatre experience, both offering exceptional entertainment
and cuisine.
Day 3 I NASHVILLE I MEMPHIS, TN (213MI) Leave Nashville
behind and travel to Memphis, home of the blues. Your first
stop must be Graceland, Elvis Presley’s 14-acre estate. Visit the
“Birthplace of Rock ‘n Roll” at Sun Studios. Enjoy a fascinating tour
and listen to audio presentations of some of the earliest recordings
made there. After that, visit the original studio itself, the exact same
room where the likes of Johnny Cash and Elvis recorded their first
tracks. City sightseeing tours are offered by paddleboat, carriage and
motor coach. Stroll down historic Beale Street where blues has been
playing for more than half a century. This historic entertainment
capital has something for everyone, whether you want to listen to
music or sample southern barbecue.
Day 4 I MEMPHIS I VICKSBURG, MS (251MI) This morning travel

to Vicksburg. For over five decades of the 1800s, Vicksburg was the
center for the aristocracy whose wealth was based on cotton and
lumber. A glimpse of its former glory is evidenced by the preservation
of many historic churches (two containing Tiffany stained glass
windows), government buildings and grand homes, dating to the
19th Century. Visit the Old Court House Museum, home to over
15,000 artifacts dating from pre-Columbian times to present day.
Take a tour of some of the magnificent historic homes and gardens
that abound the area. For the history buff, there is the 1,800-acre
Vicksburg National Military Park, America’s most monumented

Charleston, South Carolina

New Orleans, Louisiana

national military park. The Vicksburg Battlefield Museum, just east
of the military park, features models of gunboats, the film “Vanishing
Glory” which tells about civilian life during the siege as well as
a diorama depicting the Siege of Vicksburg. Historic Downtown
Vicksburg offers a variety of restaurants specialty shops and art
galleries. You’ll also find The Corner Drug Store with an engaging
collection of Civil War artifacts; the Biedenharn Coca-Cola® Museum
where Coca-Cola® was first bottled in 1894; and the Antique Doll
and Toy Museum.

Day 5 I VICKSBURG I NATCHEZ, MS (72MI) Continue to the town of

Natchez, the oldest permanent settlement on the Mississippi River.
Natchez is known for the preservation of many antebellum homes.
Tour Stanton Hall built circa 1857. It is one of the most magnificent
palatial residences of antebellum America. The interior contains
original furnishings and Natchez antiques. Make sure to taste a local
favorite, the pecan. Below the town lies Natchez Under-the-Hill, once
a haven for all things inappropriate, now home to many bars and
restaurants. Here you will also find a riverboat casino.

Day 6 I NATCHEZ I NEW ORLEANS, LA (178MI) This morning

travel into Louisiana. Along the way, consider a stop in Baton
Rouge. Situated on the banks of the Mississippi River, Baton Rouge
is Louisiana’s capital. Learn about the colorful history filled with
controversial politics at the Capitol Building and the Old Governor’s
Mansion. Sample some of the fine Cajun-Creole cuisine at one of the
local eateries. Continue to New Orleans, a modern city with a historic
soul. The oldest neighborhood in the “Crescent City” is the French
Quarter. Established by the French in 1718, the architecture reflects
Spanish, French, Creole and American influences. Around every
corner you will find eclectic shops and fine dining. Visit the French
Market and find treasures of food, antiques and crafts. Make sure to
sample a beignet, the state doughnut of Louisiana. The center of the
French Quarter is Jackson Square. Musicians, artists, mimes, tarot
card readers and entertainers set up in front of St. Louis Cathedral
on the square each day, creating an animated street scene. At
night stroll down famous Bourbon Street, where the heart of jazz
lives in New Orleans. You will likely hear this music in the streets
and pouring out of the many nightclubs and bars. If you’re feeling
fortunate, you might want to visit the casino and try your luck at Las
Vegas style gambling.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Nahville, Tennessee

Day 7 I NEW ORLEANS, LA Today, venture out of the city’s center

to the Garden District. This elegant neighborhood is home to lovely
southern homes and lined with parks and cafes. Some of the historic
homes are available for tours. If you are feeling more adventurous,
consider an escapade in the swamp. Many guided swamp and wildlife
tours are offered along the bayous. In these mysterious waterways
that surround the city, you will get intimate with alligators and other
exotic creatures. You never know what you’ll see! For marine animal
viewing, visit the Audubon Aquarium of the Americas, one of the
top museums of its kind in America. Find 15,000 sea creatures,
representing nearly 600 species. In the evening, learn about voodoo
and the city’s haunted past on a walking tour of the French Quarter.
Your guide might take you to a cemetery or passed one of the many
buildings that make New Orleans “America’s Most Haunted City.”

Day 8 I NEW ORLEANS I FLORIDA PANHANDLE AREA, FL (241MI

Continue on your journey to the famous sugar-white sands and
emerald waters of Fort Walton Beach. Endless strings of recreational
fishing fleets, water activities, and gorgeous beachside parks await
you at this jewel on the Florida Emerald Coast. Undeniably fresh
seafood is served in waterfront restaurants and seaside cafes.
Spend a day lounging beside a sparkling pool, play a quiet round of
golf and watch the sun set into gorgeous Gulf waters.

Day 9 I FLORIDA PANHANDLE AREA I TALLAHASSEE, FL (170MI

Historic building in the French Quarter, New Orleans
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Depart Ft. Walton Beach this morning and drive toward Tallahassee.
As the capital city of the State of Florida, Tallahassee is the
regional center for trade and agriculture. Tallahassee offers visitors
the chance to experience “The Other Florida.” Home to several
universities, as well as a center of aeronautics and engineering,
Tallahassee is proud of its scientific contributions, showing off
with a 5-story IMAX theater and planetarium, and the Tallahassee
Museum of History and Natural Sciences. Visit the Mission San Luis,
a National Historic Landmark, a reconstructed 17th century mission.
Have dinner out this evening; from fast food to five-star, Tallahassee

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

serves up an excellent selection of tantalizing restaurants. Tickling
the taste buds are specialties ranging from homemade country
sausage and melt-in-your-mouth steaks to wild game and succulent
seafood fresh from the Gulf.

Day 10 I TALLAHASSEE I SAVANNAH, GA (300MI) Drive into

Georgia this morning. Southern hospitality is alive and well in
charming Savannah. The Historic District has 22 squares and
cobblestone streets that will take you back in time. Explore the city
by trolley and learn the fascinating past. By night, haunted walking
tours are also available. Each piece of lovely Victorian architecture
has a story, some sad and mysterious. Other sights to visit are the
Telfair Museum of Art, Forsyth Park and Factor’s Walk. For delicious
southern cooking, visit the restored Waterfront area which is lined
with shops and restaurants.

Day 11 I SAVANNAH I CHARLESTON, SC (115MI) Continue
exploring the traditions of the Old South as you drive toward
Charleston. Along the way, visit Beaufort. This little town claims
nearly one hundred antebellum and pre-Revolutionary houses.
Continue to Charleston. A fantastic way to see this city is by a horsedrawn carriage. See the Old South in the architecture and gardens
of the many historic homes and buildings. Visit the shopping district
of King Street in Downtown. See Civil War memorials at the Battery,
a garden that boast live oaks and palmettos. Venture slightly outside
the city and visit Magnolia Plantation and Gardens. Tour the house
and learn about life on the plantation. The gardens offer extensive
varieties of camellias and azaleas.
Day 12 I CHARLESTON I ATLANTA, GA (319MI) Depart Charleston
and head to Atlanta. Explore all this great southern city has to
offer. Visit the Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site and
Sweet Auburn District. Here you will find The King Center and the
historic Ebenezer Baptist Church. Exhibits tell the story of the Civil
Rights Movement. The Roswell Historic district has a visitor center
and several antebellum homes that can be toured. Taste the past
and present of Coca-Cola products at the NEW World of Coca-Cola.
Enjoy a movie experience and taste brands from around the world.
Experience Inside CNN Atlanta and see global news in the making.
Take a tour and go behind the scenes to see how a production comes
together. View television broadcast innovations and the technology
that makes global news-gathering a reality. Just east of the city
lies Stone Mountain. This is the world’s largest exposed granite
monolith with a relief carving of Confederate heroes, surrounded

Jackson Square, New Orleans

by attractions and recreation in a natural environment.Depart
Charleston and head to Atlanta. Explore all this great southern city
has to offer. Visit the Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site and
Sweet Auburn District. Here you will find The King Center and the
historic Ebenezer Baptist Church. Exhibits tell the story of the Civil
Rights Movement. The Roswell Historic district has a visitor center
and several antebellum homes that can be toured. Taste the past
and present of Coca-Cola products at the NEW World of Coca-Cola.
Enjoy a movie experience and taste brands from around the world.
Experience Inside CNN Atlanta and see global news in the making.
Take a tour and go behind the scenes to see how a production comes
together. View television broadcast innovations and the technology
that makes global news-gathering a reality. Just east of the city lies
Stone Mountain. This is the world’s largest exposed granite monolith
with a relief carving of Confederate heroes, surrounded by attractions
and recreation in a natural environment.

Day 13 I ATLANTA, GA Return flight home or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 12 nights
• 13-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Atlanta
Nashville
Memphis
Vicksburg
Natchez
New Orleans
Florida Panhandle
Atlanta
Atlanta

The Parthenon in Nashville

Nts. 		Hotel			
1 		Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott
1 		Hyatt Place Opryland
1 		Crowne Plaza Memphis
1 		Cedar Grove Mansion
1 		Monmouth Historic Inn
2 		Maison Dupuy
1 		Wyndham Garden Ft. Walton Beach
1 		Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott
1 		Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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THE WILD WEST
14 Days

FROM

$2,182

Bison freely roaming in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming

(1) Denver • (1) Cheyenne • (1) Hot Springs • (2) Rapid City
(1) Billings • (1) Cody • (1) West Yellowstone
(1) Jackson Hole • (1) Salt Lake City • (2) Moab

Montana
Billings 1
Yellowstone NP 1

Idaho

Grand Teton

South Dakota

Little Bighorn

1 Cody

1 Jackson Hole

Mount Rushmore

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Explore the areas of the Wild West on this tour
that begins in Denver and heads north through
Cowboy Country. See the rolling Black Hills of
South Dakota where the Sioux Indians lived and
overnight in Jackson Hole, once a fur trading
post. Visit the famous Geysers of Yellowstone and
awe at the natural wonders of Canyonlands and
Arches National Parks.

2 Rapid City

Badlands NP

1 Hot Springs

Wyoming
Nevada

1 Cheyenne

1 Salt Lake City

Utah
Canyonlands NP

Arches NP

2

1 Denver

Moab

Colorado

# - No. of overnight stays
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Nebraska

Rocky
Mountain NP

Kansas

Rocky Mountain National Park_Colorado

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I DENVER, CO Arrive at Denver International Airport and

proceed to your hotel. Denver has the urban charms of an industrious
city, combined with all of the mystery and romance of the Old West.
Located at just over five thousand feet above sea level, the “Mile High
City” was one of the first settlements to not be centrally located to a
navigable body of water or a functioning railway. A speck of gold was
discovered here and led many eager fortune seekers to make camp.
Although no major gold discovery was ever had, William H. Larimer
arrived in 1859 and laid out a plan for the city. Today, Denver is a
thriving center of commerce and finance with a lingering twinkle of
its rugged beginnings. Walking in the Downtown area is ideal. It is
bursting with greenery in its parks, pedestrian areas and tree-lined
boulevards. Shops, restaurants and nightspots are all around. Top
attractions like the US Mint, modeled on the Palazzo Riccardi in
Florence, Denver Art Museum, and the Colorado History Museum are
also located in this area.

Day 2 I DENVER I ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK I CHEYENNE,
WY (194MI) This morning, depart Denver and begin driving toward

Rocky Mountain National Park. Here the Rocky Mountains keep a
watchful eye on the dramatic landscape below. There are forests
of pine and fir and fields of wildflowers which make for spectacular
vistas. Rocky Mountain National Park is unique because of its diverse
terrain caused in large part by the extremes of elevation that exist
within it. A prime wildlife-viewing area, the park is home to elk, mule
deer, beavers, coyotes, river otters, moose, bighorn sheep, and an
abundance of songbirds. Trail Ridge Road, which cuts west through
the middle of the park, is rated among the most scenic highways in
America. It was designated an All-American Road in 1996, one of
the first six in the nation. Climbing to 12,187 feet near Fall River
Pass, Trail Ridge Road is the highest continuous paved highway in
the United States. Exhibits at the Alpine Visitor Center at Fall River
Pass, 11,800 feet above sea level, explain life on the alpine tundra.
Continue on to Cheyenne for an overnight stay.

Day 3 I CHEYENNE I HOT SPRINGS, SD (250MI) Depart Cheyenne

this morning and drive toward Hot Springs, South Dakota, famous
for its healing warm-water springs. Stroll along the Freedom Trail
that runs along the banks of the Fall River where you can walk under
the waterfall. Experience the unique shops, galleries, coffee houses,
book stores and restaurants that occupy the century-old sandstone
buildings that dot the landscape along the streets. Explore the 1890
railroad depot that now serves as Visitor Information Center. Start
at the world-famous Mammoth Site where you can see history being
uncovered right before your eyes. It is the only display of mammoth
fossils in the US. In 1974, building of a housing project came to
an abrupt halt when a tractor driver unearthed a seven-foot tusk.
Paleontologists soon declared that the workers had discovered the
26,000-year-old grave of Columbian and Woolly mammoths, 52 have
been found to date. Inside the dome, fascinating tours explain how
these 10-ton mammoths, along with camels, bears and rodents,
were trapped in a steep-sided sinkhole and were gradually covered
by sediment. At the Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary, you can see
wild mustangs in their natural habitat with their heads held proudly
high and hear their pounding hoof beats as they freely gallop over
the open range.

Day 4 I HOT SPRINGS I CUSTER SP I MOUNT RUSHMORE I
RAPID CITY, SD (75MI) Today, drive toward Rapid City via Custer

State Park to the four figures carved in stone at Mount Rushmore.
Custer State Park in the Black Hills encompasses 71,000 acres of
spectacular terrain and an abundance of wildlife. A herd of 1,300
bison roams freely throughout the park, often stopping traffic along
the 18-mile Wildlife Loop Road. Besides bison, the park is home to
wildlife such as pronghorn antelope, mountain goats, bighorn sheep,
deer, elk, wild turkeys, and a band of friendly burros. Next, head
upon Mount Rushmore. The four figures represent the first 150
years of American History. George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,

Canyonlands National Park, Utah

Abraham Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt are captured in stone
as the visionaries who individually contributed to the foundation
of the United States. In addition to the carved granite faces, here
you will find an amphitheater, museum/theater complex, Visitor
Orientation Center, Presidential Trail, gift shop, bookstore, and dining
facilities. To complete your Rushmore experience, view the evening
lighting ceremony. You might also consider a visit to the Crazy Horse
Memorial, home of the world’s largest mountain sculpture in progress.
It tells the story in granite of the great and patriotic Native American
hero, Crazy Horse, who died in 1877. The Memorial’s visitor complex
includes the 40,000 square foot Welcome Center and theaters, the
Indian Museum of North America, the Native American Educational &
Cultural Center, the sculptor’s log home studio and workshop, indoor
and outdoor galleries, museum gift shop, restaurant and snack bar
areas and expansive viewing veranda. Enjoy an overnight stay in
Rapid City.

Day 5 I RAPID CITY I BADLANDS NP I RAPID CITY, SD (161MI)

Depart Rapid City this morning for a round trip that will take you
through the Badlands National Park and the neighboring city of Wall
for a visit to the Wounded Knee Museum. Millions of years of wind,
water and erosion have created the chiseled spires, deep canyons
and jagged buttes of Badlands National Park. Covering 244,000
acres, Badlands National Park is one of the largest protected mixedgrass prairies in the United States. The park is home to many species
of wildlife including bighorn sheep, bison, the swift fox and the
endangered black-footed ferret. Antelope and deer are commonly
seen roaming near roadways and picnic areas. Take the first hour to
watch the Park’s informational video and tour the exhibit at the Visitor
Center; then, drive the 240 Loop Road making stops as needed for
picture taking. Depart the Badlands via I-90 to the historic town of
Wall for a visit to the Wounded Knee Museum. Have lunch at Wollies,
a local favorite on the way in. At the Wounded Knee Museum exhibits
and photographs provide a vivid picture of what really happened at
the famous battle of Wounded Knee. This narrative museum offers
an authentic recount of the story behind the legendary massacre.
Allow at least 2 hours to enjoy this experience before returning to
Rapid City.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Mt. Rushmore, South Dakota

Day 6 I RAPID CITY I DEVIL’S TOWER NATIONAL MONUMENT I
BILLINGS, MT (413MI) From Rapid City, continue on to Devil’s Tower

National Monument. The nearly vertical monolith known as Devils
Tower rises 1,267 feet above the Belle Fourche River. Known by
several northern plains tribes as Bears Lodge, it is a sacred site of
worship for many American Indians. Proceed into Montana. Here in
“Big Sky Country”, will visit the site of the most famous battle of the
Old West at the Little Bighorn Battlefield. Here, Lieutenant Colonel
Custer made his last stand against an overwhelming number of Sioux
and Cheyenne Warriors in June of 1876. Continue on to Billings for
an overnight stay. Take a scenic drive up the Beartooth Highway.
The route was once dubbed “the world’s most beautiful highway” by
Charles Kurault. Montana is a shopper’s paradise because it has no
sales tax.

Day 7 I BILLINGS I CODY, WY (105MI) The tour takes you to Cody

Cody, Wyoming
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today. Visit the Buffalo Bill Historical Center. This unique place is
actually five museums in one building offering an intimate look at
the history of the west. The Buffalo Bill Museum examines both
the personal and public lives of W.F. “Buffalo Bill” Cody, and seeks
to interpret his story in the context of the history and myth of the
American West. The Whitney Gallery of Western Art presents an
outstanding collection of masterworks of the American West. Original
paintings, sculptures and prints trace artistic interpretations of the
West from the early 19th century to today. The Plains Indian Museum
features one of the country’s largest and finest collections of Plains
Indian art and artifacts. The Cody Firearms Museum contains the
world’s most comprehensive assemblage of American arms, as
well as European arms dating to the 16th century. Billing itself as
“Rodeo Capital of the World,” Cody provides a unique opportunity to
capture the excitement of a real rodeo in a dramatic western setting.
Seasonally, the Cody Nite Rodeo is a fantastic way to become part of
the west.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 8 I CODY I YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, WY (134MI)

Today, depart Cody to explore Yellowstone National Park. Yellowstone
was the first national park in the world, the example on which parks
everywhere are modeled. One of the most famous park features
is Old Faithful. This famous geyser got its name because of its
punctuality and predictability. Eruptions at Old Faithful last anywhere
from 1 to 5 minutes, and spray water and steam up to 184 ft
vertically. Yellowstone also has freely roaming herds of buffalo. It also
includes the nation’s largest wildlife preserve, an enormous lake, the
Continental Divide, some 10,000 hydrothermal features, and over
1,000 miles of trails. Its diversity of attractions is a match for any
location on the planet. Explore the interesting park locations and the
hydrothermal features by strolling the boardwalks built over them.
Yellowstone’s wildlife is as spectacular as the hydrothermal features.
Because of the park’s remote location, and because of its large size,
animals roam freely and are able to live in a natural way much as their
kind has lived for centuries. Moose, elk and buffalo are among the
most populous of inhabitants.

Day 9 I YELLOWSTONE I GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARK I
JACKSON HOLE, WY (120MI) Drive away from Yellowstone and pass

the Grand Teton Mountains on the way to Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
The Teton Range is forty miles long and experiences and average
snowfall of 191 inches. Grand Teton, at 13,770 feet is the tallest peak
in this range. The views of the often snow-capped mountains will be
spectacular. Stop at one of the many vistas or lakes for an excellent
photograph. Continue on to Jackson Hole. Cowboys come to life in
this town that was once a fur trading post. Saloons dot the corners
and authentic artwork of the west can be found in the many galleries.
Visit a local ranch for a delicious cookout and Wild West Show. Guided
tours of the area are available by horseback or even hot air balloon!

Day 10 I JACKSON HOLE I SALT LAKE CITY, UT (305MI) Depart the

Wild West and drive toward Salt Lake City and the famous Mormon
Temple Square. The city was founded in 1847 by a group of Mormon
pioneers led by their prophet, Brigham Young, who fled hostility and
violence in the Midwest. Free tours are offered of Temple Square
where you will see the Tabernacle and other historic Mormon sites.
Salt Lake City is the capital and most inhabited city in Utah. The first
transcontinental railroad brought the city much economic growth and
lead to the nickname “Crossroads of the West”. Today, the mining
industry is booming and the city hosted the 2002 Winter Olympics.
You can visit the vast local copper mines or see Olympic Park. You
might also want to visit the Great Salt Lake. A remnant of the massive
ancient Lake Bonneville, the lake is now landlocked and its waters are
salty. It is the largest lake between the Great Lakes and the Pacific
Ocean, and is the largest saltwater lake in the Western Hemisphere.
Enjoy an overnight stay in Salt Lake City.

Rocky Mountain National Park

Day 13 I MOAB I DENVER, CO (354MI) Depart Moab this morning

and return to Denver today for your last overnight stay. Visit “The
Buffalo Bill Museum” in Golden, Colorado. It houses exhibits that
include memorabilia from Buffalo Bill’s life and Wild West shows,
Indian artifacts, antique firearms and other Old West artifacts. The
historical complex on Lookout Mountain includes the Museum and
Buffalo Bill’s grave. Visit one of the multiple breweries of the Denver
area; many of them offer tours and tastings. For dinner and shopping
visit the 16th Street Pedestrian Mall. Built in 1982, this mall is a treelined, pedestrian promenade of red-and-gray granite that runs through
the center of downtown. It is lined with outdoor cafes, renovated
historic office buildings, sparkling glass-walled skyscrapers, shops,
restaurants and department stores. Numerous fountains and plazas
offer a variety of daily special events and entertainers.

Day 14 I DENVER, CO Return flight home or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 13 nights
• 14-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

Day 11 I SALT LAKE CITY I ARCHES NATIONAL PARK I MOAB, UT
(235MI) Today depart Salt Lake City, and on the way stop at Dead

Horse Point- and visit Arches National Park. Here you will encounter
over 2,000 natural freestanding sandstone arches. The number
varies from day to day, as old arches crumble and new ones form.
The most famous of these is Delicate Arch. The best viewing of this
impressive arch is done off the roadway and on one of the trails; it
is well worth the hike to encounter it up close. At the Visitor Center,
rangers offer guided walks and nature talks. Keep your eyes open for
desert bighorn sheep. These famous residents tend to blend in with
the landscape; a sighting is a special treat.

Day 12 I CANYONLANDS NATIONAL PARK, UT Today, drive to
Canyonlands National Park. Here you can view thousands of feet
down to the Colorado and Green Rivers, or thousands of feet up to
red rock arches, spires and cliffs. Visit “The Needles” district of the
park, regarded as the most colorful section. You can hike 1500 feet
to Needle Point for breathtaking views. There are a variety of ways to
see the park, including guided tours on ATV and bicycle. For the more
adventurous, consider a white water rafting experience.

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Denver
Cheyenne
Hot Springs
Rapid City
Billings
Cody
West Yellowstone
Jackson Hole
Salt Lake City
Moab

Nts. 		Hotel			
1 		 Doubletree Curtis Hotel
1 		 Little America Hotel & Resort
1 		 USA Stay Hotel & Suites
2 		 Alex Johnson Rapid City by Hilton
1 		 Red Lion Hotel Billings
1 		 Comfort Inn Cody East Yellowstone
1 		 Gray Wolf Inn & Suites
1 		 Snow king Resort Jackson Hole
1 		 Little America Hotel
2 		 Moab Downtown

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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17 Days

$3,415

FROM

Surfing in Honolulu

(4) Honolulu • (4) Kauai • (4) Big island • (4) Maui

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

On this journey, you’ll be able to see all the
different sides of Hawaii. We’ll visit the four most
significant islands; O’ahu, Kauai, Island of Hawaii
and Maui, each unique and diverse. Start in
Honolulu, Hawaii’s capital and largest city, and
explore all the islands, its towns, beaches, parks,
and volcanoes, and experience the hospitality of
the locals. The trip concludes in Maui, home to the
“Road to Hana”, arguably one of the best natural
attractions in Hawaii.

Kauai

Waimea

4

Lihue
Haleiwa

4

Honolulu
O’ahu

Pearl Harbor

Lahaina

Maui
4

Haleakala NP

Island
of Hawaii

4

Hilo

Mountain view
Kailua-Kona
Hawaii
Volcanoes NP

# - No. of overnight stays
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Hawaiian Dancers in Kauai

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I HONOLULU, HI Arrive at the Daniel K. Inouye International

Airport in Honolulu and immediately immerse yourself in the Hawaiian
atmosphere. Proceed to your hotel for the start of this wonderful
journey. Home to the State Capitol, Honolulu is the vibrant epicenter
of Hawaii and the place where most of the people on O’ahu live.
Here you’ll find everything from historic landmarks and treasured
monuments to world-class shopping and a flourishing arts and
culture scene. Be sure to explore the vibrant downtown district. Next
to the skyscrapers of the island’s main business district, you’ll find
important landmarks like the Iolani Palace, the King Kamehameha
I statue, the Kawaiahao Church and the Aloha Tower. Clustered
within blocks of each other, it’s easy to take a walking tour of these
important cultural landmarks and architectural wonders. As for
dining, Honolulu has a lot to offer. In Waikiki, Kalakaua and Kuhio
Avenues and at gathering places like the Royal Hawaiian Center
and the Waikiki Beach Walk. And the fun keeps going long after the
Waikiki sunset with amazing nightlife and live music.

Day 2 I HONOLULU, HI Aloha! Time to prepare for your second day in

O’ahu. Spend some time to relax, or head out for an exciting daytrip
to explore everything there is to see on the island. The best beaches
of O’ahu are undoubtedly in Waikiki. From Duke Kahanamoku Beach
to Kaimana (San Souci) Beach, enjoy the best the ocean has to offer.
Whether it’s surfing, a nice swim or just a lazy day at the beach, in
Waikiki you can have it all. While in the area, shopaholics will find
their heart’s desires at the Ala Moana Center, the biggest open-air
shopping mall in the United States. The adventurous soul can make
a trip to Diamond Head State Monument, a volcanic tuff cone and
one of the most iconic landmarks of O’ahu. Head out for the historic,
yet slightly challenging hike, from the trailhead to the summit and
indulge in the spectacular views along the way. Be sure to arrive early.
It can get very busy and after 4:30 PM it is not allowed to enter the
hiking trail.

Day 3 I HONOLULU, HI Today, seize the opportunity to explore
the island further. A must-see is Pearl Harbor. Named for the pearl
oysters once harvested there, it’s the largest natural harbor in
Hawaii, a World War II Valor in the Pacific National Monument and
the only naval base in the United States to be designated a National
Historical Landmark. Highlight is the World War II Valor in the Pacific
National Monument, which consists of 9 historic locations in 3 of the
westernmost United States - California, Alaska, and Hawaii. Of these,
five are located within Pearl Harbor itself: the USS Arizona Memorial,
the USS Oklahoma Memorial, the USS Utah Memorial, and parts of
Ford Island and Battleship Row. Here, you’ll learn about one of the
most pivotal moments in US history: the attack on Pearl Harbor, and
the subsequent entry of the United States into World War II. Just
a 30-minute drive east, nothing is far away on O’ahu, is Kualoa, a
private nature reserve, as well as a popular tourist attraction and
filming location of movies such as Pearl Harbor, Godzilla, Kong: Skull
Island, Jumanji and Jurassic Park. Tours are available at the park
where movie buffs can learn about the filming locations as well as the
stunning natural environment of Kualoa.
Day 4 I HONOLULU, HI Prepare for yet another day in paradise.
Today, head to the northern coast. Along the way, visit the famous
Dole Pineapple Plantation before arriving in Haleiwa. This historic
surf town, is the cultural hub of the North Shore and a dream for
the surfers among us with cool surf shops, local restaurants, and
plantation-era buildings. Experienced surfers will want to hit the
towering waves during the winter months, while beginners can enjoy
the summer water conditions with when waves are generally smaller.
Another major draw of the North Shore is the nature with magnificent
hills, forests and waterfalls. Choose one of the many trails and head
out on a hike to venture the wild flora and fauna of the island. There
are plenty of options. Just follow the signposts along the roads. And
remember; nothing is far away in O’ahu. In the evening, enjoy your
last night on the island.

Driving in Maui

Day 5 I HONOLULU I KAUAI, HI Today, head out for Kauai, also
known as “Garden Island”. With approximately five million years, it
is the oldest main island of the Hawaiian archipelago. Brimming with
tropical rainforests, amazing beaches and beautiful mountains, its
natural beauty is unrivaled and a large part has remained unspoiled,
bringing you back in time to the early days of Hawaii. The environment
on Garden Island is breathtaking and that’s not only recognized by
locals and tourists, but by Hollywood as well. More than seventy
movies and television shows were filmed on Kauai, including Jurassic
Park and Jurassic World, the 1976 version of King Kong, two Elvis
Presley films and Pirates of The Caribbean. Most of the locals -who
are considered to be very friendly- live in Kapaa which is situated on
the east side of the island. Lihue is the second largest town in Kauai
and offers wonderful attractions such as museums and zip lining
experiences. As for dining and nightlife, Garden Island is home to
more traditional establishments, ideal for those who want to get a
taste of real Hawaiian culture.
Day 6 I KAUAI, HI Today, explore the east side of Garden Island.
Visit the Wailua River State Park, located just north of Lihue. The
park is home Wailua Falls, a 173 feet double waterfall located near
Lihue that feeds into the Wailua River. You may have seen these falls
before; it was featured in the opening credits of the television series
Fantasy Island. On the northern side of the island, you’ll find one of
the most awe-inspiring trails in Kauai. The Kalalau Trail offers you
beautiful sights of waterfalls, valleys and much more. 11 miles long, it
leads you from Ke’e Beach to Kalalau Beach. It is the only way to gain
access to some parts of the rugged coast. It may be challenging for
casual hikers, but it’s absolutely worth it. Since there’s only one road
taking you up north, the drive itself is stunning and there are plenty of
opportunities to stretch your legs and enjoy the view.
Day 7 I KAUAI, HI Enjoy a good breakfast before heading out
to explore. Of course, there are many options to relax on Kauai
with beaches, bars and markets for shopping. But for the casual
adventurer, it has an array of activities in store. One of the biggest
highlights of the island is Waimea Canyon. Often referred to as the
Grand Canyon of the Pacific, it is carved thousands of years ago by the
Waimea River. The ten miles long and 3,500 feet deep canyon has
three lookout spots from which you can view the canyon: the official
Waimea Canyon lookout, the Puu Ka Pele lookout and Puu Hinahina
lookout. Hiking trails will bring you to extraordinary places such as the
Waipoo waterfall. For those who don’t like hiking, it is also possible
to drive up the Waimea Canyon or to join a tour with a professional
guide. Along the way, visit Captain Cook’s landing, the location where
in 1778, James Cook set foot on the island. This event would change
Hawaii forever as they got introduced to the western world. Here, in
Waimea, you can see the statue of James Cook, erected to remember
his first contact with the Hawaiian Islands.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Relaxing in Maui

Day 8 I KAUAI, HI Start your day with a nice breakfast and prepare
for your last day on Kauai. A relaxing day in mind? Head to the
beach. One of the best is Poipu beach, located on the south shore
of Kauai and loved by both visitors and locals. Popular activities are
surfing, snorkeling, fishing and bodyboarding and the beach has
convenient amenities like bathrooms, showers and sufficient parking
space. Poipu Beach even has its own protected swimming area for
families with young children. Also, Kauai has been the decor for many
television series and movies. Book a tour to visit the filming locations
and learn about movies as well as Garden Island. Enjoy your last
night on the island with a traditional meal, accompanied with typical
Hawaiian entertainment.
Day 9 I KAUAI I THE BIG ISLAND, HI Time to leave Kauai behind and

head to the Island of Hawaii, more commonly known as Big Island, as
it’s the largest of the Hawaiian archipelago. In fact, it’s larger than all
the others combined and it keeps expanding. The Big Island also has
various types of climate zones. This extraordinary feature guarantees
a day of extreme variety; you can start your day at the Ka’u desert,
home to dried lava remnants, volcanic ash, sand, and gravel desert
and end up in a tropical rainforest. Most of the population live in Hilo
or in Kailua-Kona, the center of commerce and of the tourist industry
on West Hawaii. It’s here that your Big Island adventure begins.
Famous for sport fishing, snorkeling, sunsets and coffee, which is
cultivated on the slopes of Mount Hualalai, there’s plenty to do in
Kalua-Kona. And because the mountains block the northeasterly
trade winds, Kona gets very little rain and enjoys more than 300 days
of sunshine a year. On Big Island, there’s no better place to stay.

Day 10 I THE BIG ISLAND, HI This morning, prepare for a day in
Sunset in Kailua Kona, The Big Island
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Kailua-Kona with a cup of coffee, brewed with locally grown beans.
Kailua- Kona’s beaches aren’t as famous as some of the others in
Hawaii, they’re also less crowded, which is a plus if you prefer a little

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

extra space while you’re sunbathing. Next to being a great spot to see
turtles, the snorkeling is particularly good in this area. Want to relax
without getting your feet wet? Ali’i Drive is the place to go. Here you
can find shops selling souvenirs and t-shirts, fashion and convenience
stores. If you’re hungry or craving a nice drink, this place is swarming
with bars and restaurants. There’s more though; here you can also
find Hulihe’e Palace, a museum that was once a vacation house
for royalty or stop at the close by Ahu’ena Heiau, a temple that is
dedicated to the Hawaiian god, Lono. This temple was ordered to be
restored by King Kamehameha himself in the early 1800’s. When you
would rather head out in the beautiful nature of Big Island, take the
Saddle Road, a scenic drive crossing the island, with breathtaking
lookouts along the route.

Day 11 I THE BIG ISLAND, HI Get ready for some adventure. 90

minutes east of Kailua-Kona is Mauna Kea. Measured from its base to
the top, it is the tallest mountain in the world and is simply wondrous
to experience. Some of the clearest skies on the planet can be found
here, which means the star gazing and night is mind blowing. If you
can, a helicopter ride is highly recommended. These one- of-a-kind
tours can show you the island in a whole day while you will be able
to see amazing places that would otherwise be difficult to reach over
land. Another way to get a whole new perspective is through ziplining,
an activity offered all over the island. Try to find one you like based on
matters that are important to you like the location and number of zip
lines. The longest zip line can be found in Hilo/Kona and is 2,400 feet
long. A trip to the Big Island is not complete without a visit to Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park, located in the southeast of the island.
Founded in 1916, this park is home to two volcanoes including the
most active volcano on earth; the Kilauea volcano. You will find hiking
trails through volcanic craters, petroglyphs as well as a museum.

Day 12 I THE BIG ISLAND, HI Get ready for some adventure. 90

minutes east of Kailua-Kona is Mauna Kea. Measured from its base to
the top, it is the tallest mountain in the world and is simply wondrous
to experience. Some of the clearest skies on the planet can be found
here, which means the star gazing and night is mind blowing. If you
can, a helicopter ride is highly recommended. These one- of-a-kind
tours can show you the island in a whole day while you will be able
to see amazing places that would otherwise be difficult to reach over
land. Another way to get a whole new perspective is through ziplining,
an activity offered all over the island. Try to find one you like based on
matters that are important to you like the location and number of zip
lines. The longest zip line can be found in Hilo/Kona and is 2,400 feet
long. A trip to the Big Island is not complete without a visit to Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park, located in the southeast of the island.
Founded in 1916, this park is home to two volcanoes including the
most active volcano on earth; the Kilauea volcano. You will find hiking
trails through volcanic craters, petroglyphs as well as a museum.

Day 13 I THE BIG ISLAND I MAUI, HI Today, you’ll travel to Maui,
the second largest island of Hawaii, and the last destination of this
journey. It’s primarily known for its nature and diverse landscapes, a
result of a unique combination of geology, topography, and climate.
Kahului is the central hub of the island, located -like most other
towns- near the coast and can be reached from almost anywhere.
Maui flawlessly combines eco-tourism with resort-like vacationing
and offers countless possibilities for both adventurers, families and
those who just want to unwind. An oasis of majestic ocean hideaways,
lush green mountains and picturesque beaches, the island of Maui
epitomizes mythical wonder. Add to that the genuine Maui culture,
which locals would love you to partake in. There are over 30 beaches
and bays to snorkel at around the island and you’ll find even the locals
hitting the waves to surf.
Day 14 I MAUI, HI This morning, head out early for a must-do activity.

The Road to Hana, a route curving around mountains and passing
by black sand beaches and waterfalls, is one of Maui’s signature
adventures. In the case of this adventure, it’s just as much about

Kalalau Beach, Kauai

the journey as it is the destination. Along the way, major attractions
are the Seven Sacred Pools and waterfalls of Ohe’o Gulch. Although
everything is rather close by on Maui, it’s advised to use an entire
day exploring the Road to Hana. With its many curves and lookouts, it
takes some time to see it all.

Day 15 I MAUI, HI Today, visit the sprawling Haleakala National Park

encompasses the island’s highest peak, volcanic Haleakala, with the
famous Haleakalā Crater on the summit. The park is known for its
unique volcanic features, rare endemic flora and fauna, its long scenic
drive with numerous overlooks, and the unusually clear views of the
night sky available as well as amazing sunrises. So, if you’re an earlybird, you’re in for a treat.

Day 16 I MAUI, HI Today, head to Lahaina, one of the main attractions

on the island with an entire street of shops and restaurants which
leads to a wharf where many set out for a sunset cruise or whale
watching journey. Maui is a leading whale-watching center in the
Hawaiian Islands due to Humpback whales wintering in the sheltered
‘Au’au Channel between the islands of Maui county. The whales
migrate approximately 3,500 miles (5,600 km) from Alaskan waters
each autumn and spend the winter months mating and birthing in the
warm waters off Maui, with most leaving by the end of April. Known
locally as Lahainatown, it has a long and diverse history from its
Hawaiian population beginnings to the arrival of travelers and settlers
and its use as a significant whaling port. It’s definitely worth spending
some time here and with beaches nearby, relaxing is just steps away.
Enjoy your last night in Maui with a luau, a traditional Hawaiian party
with local food, music and hula.

Day 17 I MAUI, HI Return flight home or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 16 nights
• 17-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Honolulu
Kauai
Big island
Maui

Nts. 		Hotel			
4 		Hotel LaCroix
4 		Plantation Hale Suites
4 		Royal Kona Resort
4 		Royal Lahaina Resort

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEST
15 Days

FROM

$2,321

Bryce Canyon National Park

(3) Los Angeles • (1) San Simeon • (2) San Francisco
(1) Fresno • (1) Bakersfield • (2) Las Vegas • (1) Bryce Canyon
(1) Lake Powell • (1) Flagstaff • (1) Palm Springs

Idaho
California
Nevada

San Francisco
2

San Simeon 1

Zion NP

Sequoia NP

Bryce Canyon NP

Death Valley NP

Bakersﬁeld
Los Angeles 3

1
1 Lake Powell

2

1

This tour explores the scenic Pacific Coast of
California driving north from Los Angeles to
San Francisco. Continue on into Nevada and
visit Yosemite National park on your way to the
excitement of Las Vegas. Visit two of Utah’s best
National Parks before returning to Los Angeles via
the Grand Canyon and the posh community of
Palm Springs.

Utah

Yosemite NP

Fresno 1

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Las Vegas

1

Palm Springs

Grand
Canyon NP

1 Flagstaff
Sedona

Arizona
# - No. of overnight stays
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Death Valley

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I LOS ANGELES, CA Arrive at Los Angeles International
Airport and proceed to the hotel.

Day 2 I LOS ANGELES I SANTA BARBARA I SAN SIMEON,
CA (257MI) Depart Los Angeles this morning and drive toward

Santa Barbara. On the beautiful Pacific Coast, Santa Barbara is a
gem. The pristine city’s climate gives rise to a number of natural
attractions. Stroll through the Santa Barbara Botanic Gardens to
view breathtaking flora or hike a scenic nature trail in Los Padres
National Forest. The beaches all have their own allure. East Beach
attracts the trendy and young while fishing and whale watching are
the favorites at Arroyo Burro. Enjoy the fine collection at the Santa
Barbara Museum of Art or explore the Santa Barbara Mission.
Fresh seafood can be found at the many restaurants on Stearn’s
Wharf. Visit the Mission San Luis Obispo, with its breathtaking age
old architecture and well manicured gardens. Continue on to San
Simeon, the home of Hearst Castle. The castle consists of 165
rooms, which includes the main house of 115 rooms and three
guesthouses. This magnificent place sits on 127 acres of what used
to be the estate of newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst.
Enjoy an overnight stay in the San Simeon area.

Day 3 I SAN SIMEON I MONTEREY I SAN FRANCISCO, CA (214MI)
Depart San Simeon this morning for the luxurious drive up the
Pacific Coast toward Monterey. After being swept away by the
stunning Pacific coast views, spend the afternoon enjoying this
artisan city. Settled in 1770 as one of the first European outposts
on the west coast, many of the early American Colonial buildings
still stand. Monterey eventually became the sardine capital of the
Western Hemisphere when the first packing plant was built in 1900.
Today, the old sardine factories have been converted into quaint
restaurants and boutique shops. This area called “Cannery Row”
was made famous by the author John Steinbeck and still remains an
amusing place to explore. Monterey Bay is a fantastic place to whale
watch and tours are offered locally. Consider taking the famously
scenic 17-Mile drive up the coast. Stop at renowned Pebble Beach
and enjoy the sights of lavish mansions along the coast. Continue on
to San Francisco for a two-night stay.

Day 4 I SAN FRANCISCO, CA Today, you are free to enjoy the
many sights and sounds of San Francisco. Take a cable car ride
from Fisherman’s Wharf. Another major attraction is Alcatraz, a
small island located in the middle of San Francisco Bay. It served as
lighthouse, a military fortification, and finally as a federal prison until
1963. The rangers give excellent guided tours detailing the history
and legends surrounding “The Rock.” Spend the day in Golden Gate
Park. Golden Gate Park offers dozens of fun things to do. Top sights
are the Conservatory of Flowers and the Japanese Tea Garden. Don’t
miss the local resident buffalo herd. This evening dine in one of San
Francisco’s many distinctive neighborhoods. From Chinatown to the
very Italian flavored North Beach, each offers its own distinctive
culture and cuisine.

Yosemite National Park

Day 5 I SAN FRANCISCO I YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK I FRESNO,
CA (311MI) Depart the bustle of San Francisco and drive toward

Yosemite National Park. The striking beauty of Yosemite is due in part
to the Yosemite Valley, whose flat floor contrasts with nearly vertical
granite walls. The granite cliffs, including the El Capitan monolith,
Glacier Point, and Half Dome all tower as major waterfalls tumble
over them. In addition to the Valley, Yosemite includes an extensive
high-mountain wilderness of peaks, rivers, and meadows, and
groves of giant sequoia trees. Extensive visitor activities, facilities,
and services are available. At Yosemite Village, you can visit the
Valley Visitor Center and see its orientation film, publications, theater
programs, and exhibits highlighting the natural and human history.
Self-guiding trails are nearby. Elsewhere in Yosemite Valley, you can
gaze up at the waterfalls; visit Mirror Lake/Meadow in the East Valley
and the famous “Tunnel View” of Yosemite Valley at Wawona Tunnel.
An overnight stay has been arranged in the Yosemite area.

Day 6 I FRESNO I SEQUOIA/KINGS CANYON NAT’L PARK I
BAKERSFIELD, CA (172MI) Today enjoy a visit to the Sequoia and

Kings Canyon National Parks. These twin parks hold monuments to
nature’s size, beauty, and diversity. Immense mountains, rugged
foothills, deep canyons, vast caverns and the world’s largest trees
all reside here making it a very unique place. Located in the foothills
and mountains of the south central section of the Sierra Nevada
range, Sequoia is famous for big things-some of the largest trees in
the world and some of the highest mountains in the U.S. including
Mt. Whitney, at 14,495 feet. Visit the tallest sequoia, 275-foot-tall
General Sherman, which has a trunk that weighs 1,385 tons and
a circumference of nearly 103 feet. Spectacular views can be seen
from Moro Rock. Guided cavern tours are available and the visitor
center contains much information about park history and seasonal
activities. After enjoying the park, return to the Yosemite area for the
second night of your stay.

Day 7 I BAKERSFIELD I DEATH VALLEY I LAS VEGAS, NV (368MI)

Santa Barbara Botanic Garden

Depart the Yosemite area and drive toward Nevada. Today is a long
day so an early start is a good idea. Along the way, you might choose
to pass through Death Valley National Park. Here you will find raw
and barren earth as carved by the elements. The visitor center is
located at Furnace Creek and will be a good starting point for seeing
the park. Continue on to Las Vegas. Las Vegas has something to
offer everyone. From the outrageous live shows to the excitement
of casinos, the action never stops from morning to night. Stroll
down Las Vegas Boulevard, also known as “the strip.” Each hotel
and casino have a distinctly different theme and all are wondrous
displays. Take a trip up to the top of the Stratosphere hotel tower, the
tallest building west of the Mississippi River. Enjoy dinner at the Top
of the World, or simply admire the view from the observation deck.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Las Vegas

Day I LAS VEGAS, NV Visit any of the premier hotels including
Caesars Palace, The Venetian and Paris for luxury shopping. If you’re
searching for a bargain, drive to one of the outlet malls featuring
designer names at discounted prices. Dining in Las Vegas is superior.
World-renowned chefs have decided to make Vegas their kitchen
and there is a restaurant nearby to satisfy any palette. Make sure
not to miss the nightly fountain show at the Bellagio Hotel. Using a
dramatic combination of music, water and light, the Bellagio delivers
spectacular performances nightly with its majestic fountains.
Day 9 I LAS VEGAS I ZION NATIONAL PARK I BRYCE CANYON
NATIONAL PARK, UT (244MI) Leave the Vegas excitement behind

and drive toward Zion National Park. You will be greeted by gigantic
sandstone monoliths and hear the soft rush of the Virgin River. The
Narrows are Zion’s famous slot canyons. These are narrow stone
crevices formed with colorful stripes caused by years of water, wind
and erosion. The result is a hiker’s paradise. In the park and along
the river there are a variety of trails and paved pathways for explorers
of all skill levels. In addition, there is a complimentary shuttle system
that runs throughout the park. By utilizing this, you can visit the
Zion’s other major attractions such as the Emerald Pools, Weeping
Rock and Angels Landing. Stop at the Visitor Center for information
on guided tours and park history. Continue on to Bryce for an
overnight stay.

Day 10 I BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARK I PAG/LAKE POWELL,
AZ (151MI) This morning visit Bryce Canyon National Park. Bryce

Grand Canyon
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contains “amphitheaters” of colorful eroded rock formations. These
spires of rock are called hoodoos. It is their uniqueness that sets
Bryce apart from anywhere else. Light reflecting on the hoodoos at
different times of day change the colorful scene of the park. Consider
a drive to Rainbow Point. From some of the overlooks, you can see

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

more than 100 miles on a clear day. There are a variety of walking
trails in the park. Horseback riding is another popular way to see the
highlights of the park. Stop at Lake Powell, a body of deep blue water
surrounded by -red cliff walls. You may wish to visit the magnificent
Rainbow Bridge, the largest natural bridge in the world. One of the
natural wonders of the world, the bridge has been formed by erosion
of the sandstone by water flowing from Navajo Mountain towards the
Colorado River.

Day 11 I LAKE POWELL I GRAND CANYON I FLAGSTAFF, AZ
(209MI) Continue on to the Grand Canyon today. The overwhelming

size and brilliant colors of the Grand Canyon easily make it one of
the natural wonders of the world. The Grand Canyon was carved out
by natural elements including the Colorado River over vast geological
spans of time. The South Rim has an assortment of viewing areas
that can be reached by shuttle or car. There are many paved and
unpaved walkways along the rim. Visit the Bright Angel Lodge for an
excellent vantage point. The lodge is a historic landmark and also
offers a gallery, restaurant, exhibits and a great view. Guided hikes
also leave from the lodge and talks are often offered by the park
rangers. Continue on to Flagstaff for an overnight stay.

Day 12 I FLAGSTAFF I SEDONA I PALM SPRINGS, CA (402MI)

Drive away from Flagstaff taking the scenic drive through Oak Creek
Canyon. Red rock formations surround the town of Sedona. Make
a photo stop at Bell Rock and Cathedral Rock, large red sandstone
formations that tower around the town. Sedona is known for its strong
artistic community, eclectic shops and galleries and fantastic places
to eat. Phoenix will also make nice stop for lunch before continuing
on to the fashionable resort community of Palm Springs. Here, date
palms grow wild and natural springs have attracted visitors for years.
Now, known for its golf and upscale lifestyle, tourists and celebrity
visitors enjoy the luxurious amenities. The Village area has a variety
of restaurants, trendy shops, historic sites and annual festivals. An
overnight stay has been arranged here.

Day 13 I PALM SPRINGS I LOS ANGELES, CA (122MI) Depart Palm

Springs today and drive to southern California. Los Angeles is the
entertainment Capital of the United States. Home to famous movie
stars and the infamous landmark, the Hollywood sign; it is a city
brimming with culture and happenings. This big metropolis has many
regions with distinct flavors and communities. Take a stroll along
the Walk of Fame and see the names of celebrities commemorated
in pink stars along the sidewalk. Visit Mann’s Chinese Theater, the
best- preserved of the movie palaces from Hollywood’s golden era.
Known for its celebrity hand and footprints in the forecourt, over
200 impressions are yours to discover. Drive through Beverly Hills,
the most famous neighborhood in the United States and glimpse
exclusive homes.

Yosemite National Park

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 14 nights
• 15-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

Day 14 I LOS ANGELES, CA Today, explore the City of Angels. Visit

the glitz and glamour of Hollywood. Shop the famous Rodeo Drive,
where luxury retail commands the street. Have lunch in Venice
Beach, home to famous Muscle Beach, where the sand and surf are
secondary to the lively scene of people that inhabit the sidewalk. Visit
Santa Monica Pier, once known as the“finish line” of legendary Route
66. Santa Monica pier was built in 1916. It features an aquarium,
an amusement park and the famous Hippodrome building, a mix
of California, Byzantine and Moorish architecture that has been
featured in many films. Or, make your way to Anaheim and visit
the “Happiest place on earth.” Disneyland is home to your favorite
characters like Mickey Mouse. Here you will find entertainment for
the young and the young at heart. For a behind the scenes look at
movie making, visit Universal Studios. Tour the sets and cast yourself
in the thrilling rides shows and attractions that bring the movies to
life. In the evening, enjoy Universal City Walk, filled with restaurants
and nightclubs.

Day 15 I LOS ANGELES, CA Return flight home or extend your stay.

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
San Simeon
San Francisco
Fresno
Bakersfield
Las Vegas
Bryce Canyon
Lake Powell
Flagstaff
Palm Springs

Nts. 		Hotel			
1 		Hilton Los Angeles Airport
2 		Hollywood Hotel
1 		Cambria Pines Lodge
2 		Hotel Fusion
1 		Best Western Plus Town & Country
1 		Hampton Inn & Suites
2 		Platinum Hotel & Spa
1 		Best Western Plus Bryce Canyon
1 		Lake Powell Resort
1 		Little America Hotel Flagstaff
1 		Renaissance Palm Springs

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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LONE STAR ROUNDUP
13 Days

$2,701

FROM

Texas Trail Ride

(2) Dallas/Fort Worth • (1) Austin • (2) San Antonio
(1) Del Rio • (2) Big Bend National Park • (1) Midland
(1) Amarillo • (2) Graham

Amarillo

Oklahoma

1

New Mexico

Graham

2

2

Midland
Fort Stockton
2

1

Del Rio
1

This tour will take you through the key areas of
the “Lone Star State”, Texas for an unforgettable
western experience. Starting with a 2-night stay
within the Fort Worth Stockyards National Historic
District, you will travel through the musical city
of Austin, history laden San Antonio, the rugged
nature of Big Bend National Park and Palo Duro
Canyon to the Wildcatter Ranch in Graham for a
hands-on cowboy experience. Get ready for the
big Roundup!

Dallas

Fort Worth

Texas

1

Big Bend
NP

Arkansas

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Austin

Louisiana

2

San Antonio

MEXICO

# - No. of overnight stays
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The Alamo in San Antonio, Texas

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I DALLAS/FORT WORTH, TX Arrive at Dallas/Fort Worth

International Airport and proceed to the hotel. Welcome to Texas!
Depending on your time of arrival, set out for some dinner and
fun, Texas style, at one of the many establishments found in the
Stockyards. Try the internationally renowned Cattlemen’s Steak
House for a big juicy steak cooked to your specifications on a
charcoal broiler.

Day 2 I FORT WORTH, TX Your tour of Texas begins in Fort Worth,
the “City of Cowboys and Culture.” Celebrate the American West
when you visit the Fort Worth Stockyards National Historic District
125-acres and 15 square blocks of western tradition. The Stockyards
is filled with sites from the Old West to great Texas-themed shopping
and cuisine. See the world’s only twice daily longhorn cattle drive &
meet the Drovers of the Fort Worth Herd. Shop for authentic cowboy
gear & dance the night away at Billy Bob’s Texas, the largest Honky
Tonk in the World or visit the White Elephant Saloon. Championship
rodeos are available on Friday and Saturday nights at Cowtown
Coliseum. Don’t forget to visit downtown’s Sundance Square or the
famed Cultural District.
Day 3 I FORT WORTH I AUSTIN, TX (190MI) Your next stop is
Austin, the capital of the Lone Star State and the “Live Music Capital
of the World.” Austin has nearly 200 live music venues that welcome
visitors to experience a vibrant nightlife. Many of the music venues
are conveniently located in the downtown area near attractions
and restaurants. Tour the Texas Capitol, the Bob Bullock Texas
State History Museum, or boutiques along South Congress Avenue.
Those who love the outdoors will be delighted by Barton Springs, a
natural spring-fed swimming hole, and the city’s extensive network
of greenbelts, parks and natural preserves.
Day 4 I AUSTIN I SAN ANTONIO, TX (92MI) Depart Austin in a

south-west direction toward the enchanting city of San Antonio.
Spend some time at the city’s River Walk. Millions of people visit
the River Walk each year to enjoy this unusual urban sanctuary that
winds along the San Antonio River in central San Antonio, one story
below the bustling street level. Restaurants, galleries and shops line
the banks of the downtown River Walk while the north and south
banks of the River are less commercial. The lush landscapes, quaint
pathways, tinkling waterfalls, quiet pools, outdoor art and relaxing
outdoor patios evoke the renowned public spaces of Europe. The
best ways to experience this area is by taking a guided River tour or

Bull riding

a sunset River cruise. In the evening, marvel at the panoramic view
of San Antonio from 750 feet on top of the Tower of the Americas,
built for the 1968 World’s Fair. A glass elevator will take you up to the
Flags Over Texas observatory, with heart-stopping views all the way.

Day 5 I SAN ANTONIO, TX Today is yours to explore this great

city. Explore the heart of downtown San Antonio to find the Alamo.
Originally a Spanish colonial mission, the Alamo is where 189 Texas
defenders held 4,000 Mexican troops at bay for thirteen days in
their claim for Texas independence. Embark on Mission Trail to
explore the four other Spanish colonial missions set amidst the
native grasslands along the San Antonio River. All four are still active
Catholic parishes. When your appetite returns, venture to Market
Square, the largest Mexican market north of the Rio Grande to find
family owned cafés and colorful food booths. Indulge in authentic
Tex-Mex cuisine with selections like Enchiladas Rancheras de Queso
and Gorditas de Picadillo o Pollo. Recline among papel picado and
the old world feel as you select pastries from panaderías served
alongside fresh coffee.

Day 6 I SAN ANTONIO I DEL RIO, TX (190MI) Continue traveling
west to Del Rio. Experience the classic West Texas town of your
imagination here. Nearby Lake Amistad offers plenty of outdoor fun,
with scuba diving, swimming, skiing and fishing. Bird watching is a
major attraction for this area, especially in the winter, when many
species pass through on their southern migration. At the state’s
oldest winery, Val Verde, you can enjoy a free tour and wine tasting.
Spend the day examining the rock art at Seminole Canyon State Park
and Historic Site or browning through one of the city’s museums.
Day 7 I DEL RIO I BIG BEND NATIONAL PARK, TX (220MI) Depart

Shopping for Cowboy Boots

Del Rio and make your way through The Big Bend region to arrive
at Big Bend National Park. The Big Bend area is named for the vast
curve of the Rio Grande in southwest Texas. It is a wildly beautiful
natural region where you can explore Texas’ mountains and vast
Chihuahuan Desert scenic expanses. The area towns of Alpine, Fort
Davis, and Marfa offer historic and natural sites to explore such as
the Marfa Mystery Lights Viewing Center, Chinati Foundation, Fort
Davis National Historic Site, McDonald Observatory, Chihuahuan
Desert Visitor Center, among others. For outdoor adventure lovers
the Big Bend Region offers over one million acres of public land
including Big Bend National Park, Big Bend Ranch State Park, and
Fort Davis State Park that offer hiking, camping, river running,
horseback riding, mountain bicycling, jeep touring and abundant
sightseeing opportunities. The regions eclectic communities, historic
ranches, and ghost towns offer a complex and fascinating history to
explore. Drive from Marfa to Terlingua via Presidio. From Presidio to
Terlingua you will be on the scenic Camino del Rio or River Road.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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Amarillo, Texas

Day 8 I BIG BEND NATIONAL PARK, TX This morning visit Big Bend
National Park. Sometimes considered “three parks in one”, Big Bend
includes mountain, desert, and river environments. An hour’s drive
can take you from the banks of the Rio Grande to a mountain basin
nearly a mile high. Here, you can explore one of the last remaining
wild corners of the United States, and experience unmatched
sights, sounds, and solitude. There are as many ways to enjoy Big
Bend as there are people who visit. The diversity of recreational
options here offers something for almost everyone. While many
visitors are content to enjoy Big Bend from the comfort of the paved
scenic drives, others with rugged vehicles prefer the challenge and
remoteness of the park’s many unimproved dirt roads. Any park
ranger will tell you that neither desert nor mountains will truly reveal
themselves to a motor vehicle. To experience the best of Big Bend,
you should get out on foot, if only for a short time, and become part of
the landscape. Listen to the desert silence, smell the creosote bush,
and gaze towards a distant mountain range, and you will soon realize
how special this place is.
Day 9 I BIG BEND NATIONAL PARK – FORT STOCKTON –
MIDLAND, TX (213MI) Leave the Big Bend area behind and drive

River Walk In San Antonio Texas
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toward Midland. Make a stop at Fort Stockton along the way. Visit
Historic Fort Stockton, located on the east side of the town that
shares its name and consists of original and reconstructed military
buildings. Today, the site includes Officers’ Row, Guardhouse,
Enlisted Men’s Barracks, and the Parade Grounds. There is a visitor’s
Center at the west side of parade grounds. Have a bite to eat in one
of the many local establishments, and continue to Midland. This
city is rich in history which is well documented at the Permian Basin
Petroleum Museum. Wide- ranging exhibits depict the role of oil in
shaping culture from prehistoric times to the present. Don’t miss
Jim Hall’s legendary race cars at the Chaparral Gallery or the World
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

War II aviation nose art at the American Airpower Heritage Museum
where you will fi the world’s largest collection of aviation nose
art from planes flown in World War II. Or, pay a visit to George W.
Bush’s childhood home. Another option is touring the Museum of the
Southwest and enjoying the exhibits of art & archeology. Then stroll
across the manicured lawns of this mansion to the Haley Library for
a lesson in Texas history.

Day 10 I MIDLAND I AMARILLO, TX (239MI) Depart Midland this
morning. Your next stop is Amarillo, gateway to Palo Duro Canyon,
America’s second largest canyon. Explore the canyon’s incredible
river carved spires and pinnacles on your own or via jeep excursions
offered by the Elkins Ranch. The Panhandle Plains Historical
Museum in nearby Canyon offers an engaging experience chronicling
the history and art of the region and the American West through its
tremendous collection. Back in Amarillo you can explore true Western
heritage at the Amarillo Livestock Auction (Mondays only), American
Quarter Horse Hall of Fame and Museum, and the Kwahadi –Kiva
Indian Museum. Amarillo also offers a portion of fabled Route 66 and
one-of-a-kind attractions such as the Big Texan Steakhouse and the
Cadillac Ranch, where ten classic Cadillacs are buried nose down in
a field at the same angle as Cheops’ pyramids.
Day 11 I AMARILLO I GRAHAM, TX (276MI) Leave the natural

beauty of Amarillo and travel to the beautiful North Texas Hill
Country. You will spend two nights at the Wildcatter Ranch for a
“Hands-on Cowboy Experience”. Wildcatter Ranch takes in 1,500
acres of the most beautiful Texas country. Enjoy all the comforts of
home with a special rustic Texas charm. Expect a vacation where you
can spend your day horseback riding, shooting sporting clays, and
canoeing or enjoying the sunset from the back porch of your guest
room. Whatever you decide to do here, one thing is for sure, the
Wildcatter Ranch offers an authentic Texas experience like no other.

Day 12 I GRAHAM, TX Morning activities at the Wildcatter Ranch &

Resort include horse demonstrations, hay wagon rides, horse shoes,
and lasso games; horseback riding also is available. A Dutch oven
lunch at the Wildcatter will give diners a great cooking demonstration
along with a good meal. In the afternoon, visit “America’s Largest
Downtown Square” in Graham, ideal for walking and shopping. You
can also tour nearby Fort Belknap. Return to the Ranch for a chuckwagon dinner followed by s’mores and relaxation.

Day 13 I GRAHAM I DALLAS/FORT WORTH, TX (105MI) Return

flight home or extend your stay.

Big Bend National Park

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 12 nights
• 13-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Dallas/Fort Worth
Austin
San Antonio
Del Rio
Big Bend National Park
Midland
Amarillo
Graham

Market Square, San Antonio

Nts. 		Hotel			
2 		Stockyards Hotel
1 		Red Roof Plus Austin
2 		Holiday Inn Riverwalk
1 		Best Western Inn of Del Rio
2 		Lajita Golf Resort & Spa
1 		Comfort Inn Midland
1 		The Fifth Season Inn & Suites
2 		Wildcatter Ranch & Resort

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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CALIFORNIA’S COASTAL JOURNEY
7 Days

FROM

$1,546

Pacific Coast Highway

(2) San Francisco • (1) Monterey • (1) Ventura
(2) Los Angeles

Oregon

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Idaho

Enjoy a journey from the culturally rich city of San
Francisco, through the beautiful cities along the
California coast, to the metropolis of Los Angeles.

San Francisco
2

Nevada
Monterey

1

Utah

California
Santa Barbara

Ventura

1

Los Angeles

# - No. of overnight stays
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2

Arizona

Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I SAN FRANCISCO, CA Arrive at San Francisco International
Airport and proceed to the hotel. San Francisco is one of the most
beautiful cities in the US. It’s a compact and approachable place,
where downtown streets rise on impossible gradients to reveal
stunning views of the city, the bay and beyond. San Francisco is
culturally vibrant and ethnically diverse; as a result, it has evolved
into the urban jewel of California’s coast. Very typical for this city
are the cable cars and rows of elaborate redwood Victorian-Style
houses. Curiously, it contains the biggest China Town outside China.
This evening, explore Chinatown, along its streets, exotic ingredients
are sold, silks and jade are tendered, and wonderful native food can
be found at the many restaurants.
Day 2 I SAN FRANCISCO, CA Today, you are free to enjoy one of
the many sights and sounds of San Francisco. Take a cable car ride
to Fisherman’s Wharf for shopping, great food and entertainment.
Another major attraction is Alcatraz, a small island located in the
middle of San Francisco Bay. It served as lighthouse, a military
fortification, and finally as a federal prison until 1963. The rangers
give excellent guided tours detailing the history and legends
surrounding “The Rock”. Spend the day in Golden Gate Park; it offers
dozens of fun things to do. Top sights are the Conservatory of Flowers
and the Japanese Tea Garden. Don’t miss the local resident buffalo
herd. This evening, dine in one of San Francisco’s many distinctive
neighborhoods; from Chinatown to the very Italian flavored North
Beach, each offers its own distinctive culture and cuisine.
Day 3 I SAN FRANCISCO I MONTEREY, CA (118MI) Depart San

Francisco this morning on your way to Monterey, home of majestic
Wine Country and the Golden Gate Bridge. Rows of elegant houses,
the famous cable cars, clusters of ethnic neighborhoods, and the
colorful waterfront all add to the distinctive international flavor of
the city. Monterey eventually became the sardine capital of the
Western Hemisphere when the first packing plant was built in 1900.
Today, the old sardine factories have been converted into quaint
restaurants and boutique shops. This area called “Cannery Row”
was made famous by the author John Steinbeck and still remains an
amusing place to explore. Monterey Bay is a fantastic place to whale
watch, tours are offered locally.

Day 4 I MONTEREY I CARMEL I SANTA BARBARA I VENTURA, CA
(300MI) Depart Monterey this morning and take a stop in Carmel.

Here, you can enjoy the English style cottages, top-notch restaurants,
boutique wineries and unique shops. Next, head on the picturesque
17-Mile Drive for stunning views before continuing your luxurious
drive up the beautiful Pacific Coast Highway toward Santa Barbara.
This pristine city enjoys almost perfect year-round climate which
enables travelers to enjoy a number of natural attractions. Stroll
through the Santa Barbara Botanic Gardens to view breathtaking
flora or hike a scenic nature trail in Los Padres National Forest. The
beaches all have their own allure; East Beach attracts the trendy and
young while fishing and whale watching are the favorites at Arroyo

Stearns Wharf, Santa Barbara

Burro. Enjoy the fine collection at the Santa Barbara Museum of Art
or explore the Old Mission. In the early evening, visit Stearn’s Wharf
and enjoy a sumptuous meal of fresh seafood at one of the many
restaurants. Only a little further you’ll find Ventura, most known for
its relaxed Southern California beach vibe. But a lively art scene,
downtown galleries and museums, the views from the Ventura
Botanical Gardens and many shops and restaurants, make Ventura
a perfect hangout where you can enjoy some earthly delights. Don’t
forget to take a stroll on the beautiful pier, built in 1872.

Day 5 I VENTURA I LOS ANGELES, CA (65MI) Leave Santa Barbara
behind this morning as you drive on Los Angeles. Home to famous
movie stars and the famed landmark, the Hollywood sign, it is a
city brimming with culture and happenings. This big metropolis has
many regions with distinct flavors and communities just waiting to
be explored.
Day 6 I LOS ANGELES, CA Today, take some time to visit the glitz

and glamour of Hollywood. Stroll along the Walk of Fame and see
the names of celebrities commemorated in pink stars along the
sidewalk. Visit Mann’s Chinese Theater, the best- preserved of
the movie palaces from Hollywood’s golden era, and known for its
celebrity hand and footprints in the forecourt - over 200 impressions
are yours to discover! Drive through Beverly Hills, the most famous
neighborhood in the United States and glimpse exclusive homes.
Shop at famous Rodeo Drive, where luxury retail commands the
street. Visit Universal Studios and tour the sets and cast yourself
in the thrilling rides, shows and attractions that bring the movies to
life. In the evening, enjoy Universal City Walk, filled with restaurants
and nightclubs.

Day 7 I LOS ANGELES, CA Return flight home or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 6 nights
• 7-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
San Francisco
Monterey
Ventura
Los Angeles

Beverly-Hills, Los-Angeles

Nts. 		Hotel			
2 		Holiday Inn Fisherman’s Wharf
1 		Monterey Tides
1 		Crowne Plaza Ventura Beach
2 		Hollywood Hotel

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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FLORIDA FUN & SUN
7 Days

FROM

$1,503

South Beach, Miami

(2) Miami • (1) Key West • (1) Marco Island • (2) St. Petersburg

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

This tour will take you to fantastic beaches and
diverse cities of Florida. You will visit the colorful
Miami and the quirky Key West. Explore nature
in the Everglades and relish the small town of
Sarasota.

St. Petersburg 2
Beach

Florida

Sarasota

Marco Island 1

2 Miami

Everglades

Key West 1
# - No. of overnight stays
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Florida Everglades

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I MIAMI, FL Arrive at Miami International Airport and proceed
to your hotel. Miami is an international city, rich with a multi-ethnic
culture which is reflected in the cuisine and architecture. The beaches are a great way to relax as you absorb the pastel buildings and
turquoise waters. Enjoy a day at leisure. Sip a cool drink and lounge
outdoors at one of the numerous sidewalk cafes. Or you may choose
to visit Vizcaya Museum and Gardens, an Italian Renaissance-style
villa and formal gardens built in 1916.
Day 2 I MIAMI, FL Warm breezes, swaying palm trees, and the

sound of the waves washing ashore act as a backdrop for pastelcolored, Art Deco buildings making Miami’s South Beach a stunning
and often intoxicatingly beautiful place. It has been called the
American Riviera by seasoned travelers, but there’s more to this
city than fine white sand and turquoise waters. World famous South
Beach is home to fabulous shopping and restaurants, fashion shoots
and filming of TV and movies. Walk along Ocean Drive and enjoy any
type of cuisine you can imagine. Shop at Lincoln Road mall and take
pleasure in 175 specialty shops and galleries. Learn more about the
Art Deco Architecture by taking a walking tour of this district. At night,
South Beach truly becomes “decadent” with scores of nightspots
catering to both the adventurous and relaxed clientele. Consider a
visit to Bayside Marketplace which offers unique shops and outdoor
entertainment. Several types of boat tours also depart from Bayside
Marketplace, including sightseeing cruises and party boats.

Day 3 I MIAMI I KEY WEST, FL (170MI) Today, enjoy a lovely drive

south as you head to Key West. You will cross Seven Mile Bridge,
the longest segmental bridge in the world, and enjoy gorgeous views
over the water. There is always something happening in Key West.
Specialty shops and restaurants line the streets. Take a ride on the
Conch Tour Train for sightseeing and stories of the island. No visit to
Key West is complete without taking part in the Sunset Celebration
at Mallory Square. Performers, vendors and artists line the water’s
edge to bid the daylight farewell.

Day 4 I KEY WEST I EVERGLADES I MARCO ISLAND, FL (231MI)
Depart Key West and begin driving through Florida’s natural side,
the Everglades. It is often called the “River of Grass” because of the
slow-moving waters and the abundance of saw grass. Unique plants
and incredible wildlife inhabit the Everglades, including the famous
alligator. Visit Shark Valley and take an airboat ride to discover this
splendor firsthand. Continue to Marco Island on the Gulf Coast for an
overnight stay. Marco Island is the largest of Florida’s Ten Thousand
Islands, located on the Gulf of Mexico in Southwest Florida. It has
been described as magical, mystical and alluring. The attraction is
tropical sun- washed white beaches and a casual easy paced life
style. Sunshine, frolicking dolphins, and all of the water and sun
sports that go with the beaches are available for your pleasure.

Driving in St. Petersburg

Day 5 I MARCO ISLAND I SARASOTA I ST. PETERSBURG, FL
(166MI) Depart Marco Island and begin driving through Florida’s

West Coast. Sarasota is home to some of the most spectacular
sunsets and sandy beaches on the Gulf Coast. While it maintains
the charm of a sleepy beach town, it is also recognized as a cultural center. This is a perfect time to relax, lounge by the swimming
pool or take a dip in the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico. In the
mid-afternoon, continue your journey to St. Petersburg Beach for a
two-night stay.

Day 6 I ST. PETERSBURG BEACH, FL St. Petersburg Beach is

the home of pristine white sand beaches, clear gulf waters, warm
sunshine, and plenty of hospitality. At the quieter end of the sunny
Barrier Islands that stretch 28 miles along the Pinellas Peninsula’s
Gulf shore, the beach town of St. Petersburg attracts romantics and
families to its powdery sands. Activities in this area revolve around
the beaches and calm waters; swimming, paddle boating, kayaking,
snorkeling, scuba diving, and jet skiing are but a few. For a more
relaxing activity, go shelling; hunt for that perfect specimen to take
back home. Many sunset dinner and sightseeing cruises also depart
from these shores.

Day 7 I ST. PETERSBURG I MIAMI, FL (259MI) Return flight home

or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 6 nights
• 7-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Miami
Key West
Marco Island
St. Petersburg

Sarasota

Nts. 		Hotel			
2 		Red South Beach
1 		Hilton Garden Inn Key West
1 		Marco Beach Ocean Resort
2 		Sirata Beach Resort

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.
For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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ROUTE 66
16 Days

$4,404

FROM

Route 66 Association of Illinois in Pontiac

(2) Chicago • (1) Springfield, MO • (1) St. Louis • (1) Springfield, IL
(1) Tulsa • (1) Oklahoma City • (1) Amarillo (2) Albuquerque
(1) Holbrook • (1) Flagstaff • (1) Las Vegas • (2) Santa Monica

Idaho

South Dakota
Wyoming

Illinois

Utah

2 Santa

Colorado

Monica

Holbrook

Arizona

Oklahoma

Santa Fe

1

Flagstaff

2

Albuquerque

Missouri

Kansas

Grand Canyon NP

1

This Route 66-inspired tour takes you to some of
the best known highlights along this famous road.
You will travel along portions of the actual “Mother
Road”, which runs from Chicago to Los Angeles.
Route 66 will take you on a journey through historic
America. Impressive cities like Chicago, St. Louis
and Albuquerque are swapped with dirt roads.
Enjoy these charming cities as you visit the diners,
museums and authentic petrol stations. Get your
kicks on Route 66

Springﬁeld 1

Las Vegas

California 1

Chicago 2

Iowa

Nebraska

Nevada

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

1

1

Amarillo

Rolla

1
1

1

St. Louis

Springﬁeld

Tulsa
Oklahoma
Arkansas
City

New Mexico
Texas

# - No. of overnight stays

84

Joplin, Missouri

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 1 I CHICAGO, IL Arrive at Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport
and proceed to your hotel. Chicago is a city with a rich history and
a musical soul. From the towering skyline to the smoky lounges
where you can hear jazz and blues, Chicago offers a special treat for
anyone with a special interest. Consider a visit to the Art Institute of
Chicago. This museum is home to one of the best and most diverse
art collections in the world including the world’s largest group of
Monet paintings. The most prominent structure in Chicago is the
Willis Tower. While no longer the tallest building in the world, the Willis
Tower stands proud at 1,454 feet high. A seventy second elevator
ride will propel you to the sky deck on the 103rd floor a bird’s eye
view of Lake Michigan, both the North and South Sides of the city, the
surrounding suburbs and, on a clear day, parts of Indiana, Wisconsin
and Michigan. Informational exhibits illustrate the history of Chicago
and the construction of the tower. Visit Millenium Park for a look at the
famous Kapoor Sculpture. Inspired by liquid mercury, the sculpture
has striking reflections of the Chicago skyline and is among the largest
of its kind in the world.
Day 2 I CHICAGO, IL Today is yours to explore other Chicago

attractions. Take a guided tour of the Frank Lloyd Wright Home
and Studio. Architect Frank Lloyd Wright began building this house
in 1889 and continued to make unique additions until it suited his
personal needs. For a bite to eat with a spectacular view of the city,
visit the John Hancock Center. After 40 seconds in the John Hancock’s
elevator, you are transported many stories above Chicago. From there,
the city’s third-largest building offers views that stretch out to 80 miles
on a clear day. For a fun afternoon, fair style, visit Navy Pier. Since
1916, Navy Pier has been home not only to the military but to scores
of special attractions. The pier offers everything from an IMAX theater
to performances by a Shakespeare troupe. View dancing in a grand
ballroom, ride the splendor of a fifteen-story Ferris wheel (a replica
of the one at Chicago’s 1893 World’s Fair), or relax to the sounds
of waves quietly lapping on the lakeshore. For a cultural encounter,
visit one of the unique neighborhoods in Chicago like Chinatown
or Little Italy. Both offer cultural food specialties and family- owned
restaurants and shops. This evening venture out to one of the many
lounges offering live musical entertainment featuring jazz and blues.

Day 3 I CHICAGO I BLOOMINGTON I SPRINGFIELD, IL (205MI)

Leave Chicago this morning and drive toward Springfield for
an overnight stay. Along the way you will encounter the town of
Bloomington home of the Historic Route 66 Memory Lane. Along
Historic Route 66 this traditional park features restored billboards,
classic business banners and Burma-Shave signs on a quaint treelined scenic road into downtown Lexington. Continue to Springfield
for an overnight stay. Springfield became the Illinois state capital in
1837 with the help of a young lawyer and politician named Abraham
Lincoln. He lived in the city until he left to become the 16th President
of the United States, in 1861. From that moment on, the city’s history
and future have been inevitably tied to this most famous and beloved
American citizen. Visit the Lincoln Home National Historic Site, the
Lincoln Depot, and the Lincoln Tomb which, among many others, are
the most popular attractions of this area. You can also ride to all the
Lincoln historic sites, museums, the Dana- Thomas House and the
State Capitol building aboard the Elijah Iles trolley.

Day 4 I SPRINGFIELD I ST. LOUIS, MO (103MI) Today, drive toward

Missouri. Saint Louis is the largest city on Route 66 between Chicago
and Los Angeles. It was founded on the banks of the Mississippi River
in 1762 and became the “Gateway to the West”. Lewis and Clark left
St. Louis on their famous journey across an unfamiliar land to the
Pacific Ocean. Route 66 came through here in 1926 and continued
the traditions of travel. The famous St. Louis Gateway Arch serves
as a symbol for the conquest of the West. In the early 1900’s, St.
Louis gained international acclaim for hosting the World’s Fair, the
Olympics, and the first International Balloon Race. Visit Union Station
a wonderful example of historic preservation and once the busiest

Springfield, Illinois

railway station in the world. Its unique architecture is modeled after
the walled medieval city of Carcassone in southern France. It was
restored and converted into a shopping center. By the same token,
Saint Louis boasts many historic homes, such as the Daniel Boone
Home and the Campbell House Museum. Or, take the time to visit
Grant’s Farm. This farm once belonged to Ulysses S. Grant, America’s
18th President, and was then purchased by the Busch family almost
a hundred years ago. Today, the estate compliments of AnheuserBusch, is a wildlife preserve. Travel in an open-air coach past Mirror
Lake to Grant’s Cabin, constructed by him in 1856. Ride past Deer
Park and view bison, elk, antelope, zebras, llamas and ostriches. See
the famous Clydesdales in their pastures next to the stables. Around
Saint Louis you will find pieces of the past including diners and petrol
stations. One place to stop is Ted Drewes; they have been selling
frozen custard in St. Louis since 1930.

Day 5 I ST. LOUIS I ROLLA I SPRINGFIELD, MO (217MI)Depart St.

Louis and continue on the trail of this historic road. Your next stop will
be Rolla, home of the Totem Pole Trading Post, built in 1933. Note
the curbs on the roadside, these where intended to make sure traffic
stayed on the road, only to tip cars over in practice. Continue on to
Springfield which is recognized as the birthplace of Route 66 since
on April 30, 1926, officials in Springfield proposed the name for the
new Chicago- to-Los Angeles Highway. Traces of the Mother Road
are still visible along the streets of Springfield. The red booths and
gleaming chrome in diners, the stone cottages of tourist courts and
the now-silent service stations that saw America fall in love with the
automobile. Springfield mixes its past with the future as historic Route
66 borders downtown Jordan Valley Park, the colorful downtown area,
the city’s square and the site of several historic events as it bypasses
the city on the north side. Take a moment and enjoy the interesting
shops and creative eateries that surround the historic downtown area.
Here you will enjoy a variety of delicious cuisines, flea markets, novelty
stores, boutiques and night clubs.

Day 6 I SPRINGFIELD I JOPLIN – TULSA, OK (181MI) Leave Missouri
behind today and drive toward historic Oklahoma. On the way there,
visit Dale’s Ole “66” Barber Shop on the corner of Utica St. and Euclid
Ave in Joplin for a real bit of nostalgia. Continue on your journey to
Tulsa. By the 1920’s, Tulsa was a boomtown and dubbed by many as
the “Oil Capital of the World.” Business is still booming with a thriving
aerospace industry and a number of major corporations situated here.
Architecture fans shouldn’t miss the Art Deco façades at the Boston
Building, Union Depot, and the Philtower. The Philbrook and the
Gilcrease museums are the place for art lovers. The Gilcrease contains
a copy of the Declaration of Independence. For something different,
enjoy the beautiful grounds of Oral Roberts University. Oklahoma
is rich with Native American influence, culture and history. Visit the
Cherokee Heritage Center at Tsa-La-Gi. At the Cherokee Heritage
Center, you can experience Cherokee life the way it was before it was
touched by European influences. You will witness tasks such as food
preparation, basket weaving, weapon making and recreation. Have a

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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ROUTE 66
first-hand view of Cherokee crafts such as pottery and jewelry. While at
the center, be sure to visit the museum and ancient village, as well as
the Ho-Chee-Nee Prayer Chapel and Cherokee Hall of Fame. Beloved
cowboy Will Rogers was born and raised in Tulsa. Visit his birthplace
and memorial to learn more about his life.

Day 7 I TULSA I OKLAHOMA CITY, OK (107MI) Depart Tulsa this

morning and drive toward the Oklahoma’s state capital, Oklahoma
City. It is at heart a cowboy town and this can be seen at Stockyards
City. It was founded in 1910 and is popular for its restaurants and
shops specializing in Western wear, custom-made boots, and saddles.
It is located next to the Oklahoma National Stockyards, which claims
to be the largest live cattle market in the world. Cattle auctions, open
to the public, are held all day Monday and Tuesday. Visit the National
Cowboy Hall of Fame & Western Heritage Center. The history and
culture of frontier life are depicted in a wide range of exhibits in this
large-scale museum. Paintings by well-known artists Charles Russell
and Frederic Remington are the highlight of the Atherton Art Gallery.
The American Rodeo Gallery features a bunkhouse, a display of brands
and a barbed wire collection. Walk through Property Junction, a life-size
recreation of an authentic frontier town. Visit the revitalized Bricktown
Canal, constructed by excavating an old street. Many restaurants and
clubs, built patios to take advantage of the view. Water taxis are a
popular and enjoyable means of transport between shops, cafes, and
nightclubs here. The Paseo Historic District has galleries, studios, and
restaurants in a historic part of town. This artists’ community, which
resembles a Spanish Village with stucco buildings and clay tile roofs,
serves as home to writers, painters, potters, photographers, dancers,
and actors. Enjoy studio visits, performances, shopping, and dining in
this delightful area.

Day 8 I OKLAHOMA CITY I SHAMROCK I AMARILLO, TX (259MI)

Leave Oklahoma City behind and drive toward the Lone Star State
today. As you head into Amarillo make a stop in the town of Shamrock
to visit the U-Drop-Inn Restaurant and Service Station dating from
1936 and the Pioneer West Museum, located in the historic Reynolds
Hotel, for a glimpse on how life was in these parts when Route 66
was indeed the Mother Road. Continue to Amarillo. The combination
of the railroad and ranchland has made Amarillo a cattle-shipping
capital. While agriculture remains the foundation of the economy,
Amarillo’s location on a famous major highway, Route 66, has given
way to making it a tourist destination. A must see is the Cadillac
Ranch; this roadside attraction features 10 graffiti-covered Cadillacs
standing upright in a row, buried nose-first in the ground. The sculpture
is the brainchild of Amarillo millionaire Stanley Marsh III, who chose
classics dating from 1948 to 1963, the “Golden Age” of the American
automobile. Visit Route 66’s Historic District. This mile-long stretch of
road originally belonging to Route 66, now features shops, clubs and

Tulsa, Oklahoma
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Santa Monica, California

restaurants. The American Quarter Horse Heritage Center & Museum
showcases the development of the American Quarter Horse from
colonial times to present day is traced through interactive exhibits,
dramatic video presentations and live demonstrations. Several locals
host horse-drawn wagon rides through miles of scenic ranch land
followed by mouth-watering meals.

Day 9 I AMARILLO I TUCUMCARI I SANTA ROSA I ALBUQUERQUE,
NM (288MI) Leave Big Texas behind as you drive into the southwestern

charm of New Mexico. First on this road you will encounter the town
of Tucumcari. Here you will find the beautifully restored Blue Swallow
Motel with its famous blue neon and the Tucumcari Historical Museum
where you can experience the legendary past of this town. Next on
the way is the town of Santa Rosa which contains more than ten
structures still in operation from the glory days of Route 66. Continue
to Albuquerque for a two-night stay. Albuquerque is New Mexico’s
largest city and a study in contrasts: old and new, natural beauty and
manmade wonders, frontier town and sophisticated metropolis. Even
the landscape, which accommodates both majestic mountains and
vast desert plains, reveals the area’s diversity. Albuquerque is also
blessed with a wide cultural mix that is reflected in all aspects of dayto-day life. Places worth visiting are the historic Old Town, trendy Nob
Hill and the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center. Take a ride on the Sandia
Peak Tramway. This 20-minute excursion is the world’s longest aerial
tram ride, and also one of the most scenic. Once at the top, you may
like to ski, mountain bike, or just enjoy the view. There are restaurants
at both the top and the bottom.

Day 10 I ALBUQUERQUE I SANTA FE I ALBUQUERQUE, NM Today

take a short drive to neighboring Santa Fe, the oldest capital city in the
United States. Flanked by crooked streets and Pueblo style buildings,
Santa Fe has an old world feel with a central plaza where you will find
many shops, restaurants and art galleries. Santa Fe is known as the
“City Different” because of the blending of cultures which is reflected
in the harmonious inhabitants and different architectural styles. Visit
the Mission San Miguel. The San Miguel Mission, the oldest church in
Santa Fe, was built in 1626 for the servants brought to Santa Fe by the
Spanish. The mission was damaged during the Pueblo Revolt in 1680
and was rebuilt in 1710. View the famous “Miraculous Stairway” at the
Loretto Chapel. Legend holds that a carpenter mysteriously appeared
to build a staircase to the choir-loft. Amazingly, he used no nails or
supports to build the corkscrew staircase and then disappeared before
he could be paid. A remarkable view can be had from The Cross of the
Martyrs, located on a small hill on the 600 block of Paseo de Peralta.
It serves as a reminder of the 21 Franciscan monks that were slain
during the Pueblo Revolt. For a peek into history, visit the “Oldest
House.” It dates back to approximately 1766. Inside the house are the
remains of a Spanish warrior. You can also view a display of traditional
weavings.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com

Day 11 I ALBUQUERQUE I GALLUP I HOLBROOK, AZ (233MI)

Depart Albuquerque via Gallup. This small town’s two known Route 66
landmarks were lost to fire in past years; all that remains is the actual
road. Press on into Arizona. Holbrook, Arizona became a frontier town in
1881 and it has remained so ever since, only the theme has changed.
Historic Route 66 provided a means for those seeking better futures
after World War II. Close by are the ancient Native American lands of
the Navajo and Hopi Indian Nations. Also nearby is the Petrified Forest
National Park. There is an abundance of beautifully colored petrified
logs that existed 225 million years ago. The 28-mile drive through the
park has scenic overlooks, wonderful photo opportunities are found
at Rainbow Forest, Agate House and Blue Mesa. Part of the Painted
Desert also lies within the park where many hardened dunes can be
found. These hardened dunes are spectacular bands of grays, reds,
oranges and yellows. The area is especially beautiful at sunset and
sunrise when the land appears to glow in hues of violet, blue, red and
gold. This evening, explore Holbrook’s Main Street for shopping and
dining.

Day 12 I HOLBROOK I WINSLOW I GRAND CANYON NATIONAL
PARK I FLAGSTAFF, AZ (262MI) This morning, depart for Grand

Canyon National Park which is located close to this route on the way
to Flagstaff. On the way, the town of Winslow offers The Old Trails
Museum and the Minnetonka Trading Post whose façade is made
of petrified wood. Continue to the Grand Canyon. The overwhelming
size and brilliant colors of the Grand Canyon easily make it one of
the natural wonders of the world. The Grand Canyon was carved out
by natural elements including the Colorado River over vast geological
spans of time. The South Rim has an assortment of viewing areas that
can be reached by shuttle or car. There are many paved and unpaved
walkways along the rim. Visit the Bright Angel Lodge for an excellent
vantage point. The lodge is a historic landmark and also offers a
gallery, restaurant, exhibits and a great view. Guided hikes also leave
from the lodge and talks are often offered by the park rangers. For the
adventurous, hiking trails and guided mule rides will take you down to
the Colorado River. Rafting trips along the river are also a spectacular
way to enjoy the canyon.

Day 13 I FLAGSTAFF I LAS VEGAS, NV (251MI) Leave the natural

wonder of the Grand Canyon behind as you drive toward Las Vegas
this morning. Even though, Las Vegas and, as a whole, the state of
Nevada are not part of this historic route, it is such an impressive
highlight that is worth the deviation. Las Vegas has something to
offer everyone. From the outrageous live shows to the excitement of
casinos, the action never stops from morning to night. Stroll down Las
Vegas Boulevard, also known as “the strip.” Each hotel and casino
have a distinctly different theme and all are wondrous displays. Take
a trip up to the top of the Stratosphere hotel tower, the tallest building
west of the Mississippi River. Enjoy dinner at the Top of the World,
or simply admire the view from the observation deck. Visit any of the
premier hotels including Caesars Palace, The Venetian and Paris for
luxury shopping. If you’re searching for a bargain, drive to one of the
outlet malls featuring designer names at discounted prices. Make
sure not to miss the nightly fountain show at the Bellagio Hotel.
Using a dramatic combination of music, water and light, the Bellagio
delivers spectacular performances nightly with its majestic fountains.
For a different side of Vegas, visit Fremont Street. This historic street
features shops, restaurants and casinos. Enjoy an overnight stay in
Las Vegas.

Day 14 I LAS VEGAS I BARSTOW I SANTA MONICA, CA (287MI)

Leave the glitz of Las Vegas behind and drive toward Santa Monica
where you will enjoy a two-night stay. To continue following Route 66
you have to drive via Barstow for a visit to Casa del Desierto (Desert
House). This restored Harvey House houses the Route 66 Museum.
After a brief stop, continue to Santa Monica. Both a seaside town and
bustling city, Santa Monica has activities for both young and old, from
beach games and bike paths to art galleries and nightclubs, from

Petrified Tree, Petrified Forest National Park

shopping and fitness to theater and concerts. Santa Monica’s cultural
offerings run the gamut, with over 75 museums and art galleries within
the walkable 8.3 square mile city limits. Not to mention the array of
public art and sculpture exhibited in the streets. Visit Santa Monica
Pier, once known as the “finish line” of legendary Route 66. It features
an aquarium, an amusement park and the famous Hippodrome
building, a mix of California, Byzantine and Moorish architecture that
has been featured in many films.

Day 15 I SANTA MONICA, CA Today, spend some time at the
beach; with 3.5 miles of Southern California beaches and over 300
days of sunshine, the Santa Monica Beach is a welcome retreat for
vacationers and locals alike with a range of activities for everyone.
Swimming, surfing, volleyball, skating and biking are among the favorite
beach-side past time of this area. In the evening, countless dining
experiences are available; Santa Monica is the reputed birthplace
of “California” and “fusion” cuisines which are marked by an artistic
blending of culinary styles and the freshest of organic ingredients.
Or, you can choose to explore the neighboring City of Angels. Visit the
glitz and glamour of Hollywood. Shop the famous Rodeo Drive, where
luxury retail commands the street. Have lunch in Venice Beach, home
to famous Muscle Beach, where the sand and surf are secondary to
the lively scene of people that inhabit the sidewalk.
Day 16 I SANTA MONICA I LOS ANGELES, CA (12MI) Return flight

home or extend your stay.

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Hotel accommodation for 15 nights
• 16-day car rental
• Hotel taxes and mandatory fees

PREFERRED HOTELS (or similar)
City
Chicago
Springfield, MO
St. Louis
Springfield, IL
Tulsa
Oklahoma City
Amarillo
Albuquerque
Holbrook
Flagstaff
Las Vegas
Santa Monica

Nts. 		Hotel			
2 		South Loop Hotel
1 		Sleep Inn Springfield West
1 		Best Western Saint Louis Inn
1 		Best Western Clearlake Plaza
1 		Best Western Plus Tulsa Inn & Suites
1 		Best Western Plus Saddleback
1 		The Fifth Season Inn & Suites
2 		Best Western Plus Rio Grande
1 		Howard Johnson Holbrook
1 		Greentree Inn
1 		Gold Coast Hotel & Casino
2 		Hotel Carmel

A selection of different car categories and inclusions, hotels, room
category, additional nights, transfers and optional tours are available.
Program’s validity and/or some included features may vary.

For more information, call: 800-935-5000 or visit: www.centralholidays.com
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250 Moonachie Road, Suite 300, Moonachie, NJ 07074
Toll Free: 800.935.5000
Phone: 201.228.5200
Fax: 201.228.5255
Email: info@centralholidays.com
Website: www.centralholidays.com

See Your Travel Agent

